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the State Will In His Eagerness of Persuit United States Has No Inten- Clash Over Hinkle Act Passed
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in the Senate and Rogers
Instruct Its Twenty-Eigh- t
Federal Neglected ComIsland
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munications
Delegates
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in a Hurry to Reach
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ACTION TAFT CONFIDENT OF SUCCESS

REBEL

Department of Education Has Declares Only Nineteen, Since Minister Beaupre Is to Give Roosevelt Denies That His
the Needed Signal From
Shows a Deficit
Record Number High School
Washington, Would Have
Havana
as Charged.
Been Eligible.
Candidates.

VICTORY

IS

REPORTED PROTECT AMERICAN INTERESTS GOOD ROADS

LAWS

FAVORED

For
The Rurales Scouts Protect the President Gomez Is Fully Sat- Senate Joint Resolution
isfied of Uncle Sam's Good
Selection of Site For Convict
American Colonies From
Intentions.
Farm.
'Insuri ectos.

The House this afternoon started
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) (By Special Leased wire to Ivew Mexican) (By Special Leased wire to New Mexican) (,By Special Leasee T.'ire to New Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Norfolk. Va., May 27. The armored
Jersey City, N. J., May 27. Presi- with an entirely new Calendar. The
Newark, N. .., May 27. This was
27. The
Mex.,
Chihuahua,
May
Washington, D. C, May 27. Thei
army appropriation bill was reported cruiser Washington rushed into Hamp-- j- another day of hard riding and fast Mexican rebels are rapidly running dent Taft today sent a message to Hinkle artesian well bill was the spe- back to the Senate and House today itct Roads today, took on 250 addition talking for President Taft and Colonel oat of ammunition and feeling against President Gomez of Cuba, saying he cial order for the afternoon session
marines from the Norfolk garrison Roosevelt. Tomorrow New Jersey will the United States for preventing im- would not
having displaced the Rogers artesian
by the conference with
intervene in Cuba.
well bill and a uwry fight was antici- delegates to portations of arms into Mexico runs
tration amendments wnich would leg-- i and sailed under Admiral Osterphaus instruct her twenty-eigh- t
Taft's Message Appreciated.
islate Major General Wood out of of- for Key West. The Washington fol the national convention; and the last high in the rebel zone. Lack of am
pated.
Havana, May 27. President Corner
fice as chief of staff, and would leave lows the battleships Georgia, Rhode full day of the primary campaign was munition is given as one of the princi- Seven other bills were on the calenthe location of military posts to a com- Island and New Jersey, which came in utilized by both candidates to its last pal reasons why the insnrrectos have,llus received the message from Presi- - dar for final action. House Bill No.
mission of retired army officers and late yesterday under full steam, re- hour.
ietreated before the advancing fed- dent Taft disclaiming the intent of the 1211 by Speaker Baca, relative to tramRaosevelt on Home Stretch.
two members each of the Senate and mained only long enough to take
erals.
ways for mining purposes: House Bill
United States to intervene.
House committees on military affairs. aboard marines and supplies and passCo'onel Roosevelt started from Oys
To date the rebels have evacuated
meet- No. 40 by Speaker Baca to found the
a
summoned
He
beimmediately
ed
out
the
Virginia Capes shortly
Blow for Crozier and Funston.
ter Bay early this morning :or what: nearly 250 mi'es of territory along
Institute: House Bill
ing of the cabinet, to which he com- No.
The amendment, which would re- fore midnight bound for Key West, mav hp his last dav of eamnaienins: n..,
rv.
r'.,.,.,..,!
i:.,.,
Hilton
to extend the time
17!),
by
exof
municated
text
the
or-!
the
message,
move General Wood would prevent where they will await such further
h national convention unless 'CTBl niozco who
bgf
!lP,.e today
of for procuring deeds on the Socorro
his
as
in
the
appreciation
i?
highest
ders
pressing
,
developments
Cuban,
or
t
either Brigadier Generals Crozier
m lw Snnfh
w
"ho
i.s
mustering uis men in an euui i iu President Taft's attitude. President grant from the city of Socorro; House
Funston from ever attaining the of- trouble may bring forth.
Taft Will Talk Until Polls Open,
the tederais at Bachimba. This Gomez is now engaged in preparing a Bill No. 232, by Llewellyn and Moreche(,k
and
the
The
supply ship Culgoa,
fice of chief of staff. No officer who
Mr. Taft will continue his campaign jf. a
Strong."
no defining Sunday and closing safortifiet. phce with reply.
naturally
are also taking up until the
Bar Examiners.
has not spent ten years in the line cruiser Montgomery
polls open at 1 o'clock to-- ; lpnty Qf w
1;K,k Q wM(,h made
loons from 11 : 30 p. m. Saturday to 5
American Lives Must Be Preserved.
on supplies in Hampton Roads to folmorrow, louay ne sianeu irum
The' board of bar examiners will with troops before becoming a briga- low the
before difficult.
27. Feeling a m. Monday; House Bill No. 214, by
I).
fighting
May
Washington,
and cruiser Washbattleships
where he spent Sunday and last
hold a meeting on June 28 and 29 to dier would be eligible. Many army
The exact position of the federals is assured that President Gomez has mis- Sanchez, an act to compel itinerant
ington for the south.
night, for a tour of the towns along not known
,
but they are believed understood the purpose of the Ameri- vendors to pay license; House Bill
applicants for the bar.- The ficers charge that the fight between
Fleet Held in Readiness.
the Atlantic coast. His day's work to lie near here,
board will meet for a week or two the line and the staff which recently
in dispatching the
150 miles south, can government
by M. C. do Baca, an act to reguJimenez,
he
where
end
Atlantic
which
islwill
at
Admiral Osterhaus' fleet,
City
which has been evacuated
by the huge naval force now on its way to late the floating of logs in New Mexi-c- t
prior to the examination to pass on resulted in the retirement from the due at
Key West on Wednesday will will spend the night.
army of Major General Ainsworth, is
rear guard of the rebels, charged witu Key West, the state department after
applications.
streams, and the Pankey drinking
not move at once into Cuban waters)
Colonel Denies Deficit.
responsible for the provision.
Wife Deserter Arrested.
the task of wrecking the railroad and having instructed American Minister cup "bill. As unfinished business on
the
should
in
unless
27
last
The
N.
happen
something
J., May
Morristown,
at llavanna. to make piain i"the Speaker s table was House Bill
Conflict Over Amendment.
Frank Torres was recently arrested
meantime to demand its presence day 0f Colonel Roosevelt's campaign burning bridges. Shou'd the rebels Beaupre
Cuban government the purpose ofj191 by Moreno amJ
at Deming by Mounted Policeman J.
an act
Lieutenants General Young, and there. The signal for the disposition ;a xew Jersey began with a speech in be defeated at Bachimba, and driven
movement, nas now leu u io
A. Beal and charged with wife deser- MacArthur; Major Generals
out of Chihuahua, it is practically cer- tne
Randall of the ships among the Cuban ports
Pres-wil- l
..
....
.11
in
which
n
..C
,.1
the
former
-I
.!
f..lllj0rristown,
tion. The grand jury now in session Lee and Humphrey would be the retain that they will split into small C.1SCI fcHIUIl tit uiuilfl rvai mnnj ,
nimids act abrogated by New Mexico
await, it is sain, the decision ot ient took up the assertion that
manding the marine forces, enroute on becoming a state.
indicted the prisoner for the alleged tired army officers on the proposed
Minister Beaupre at Havan-ij.iihis administration there had been bands and harass the government in the cruiser Prairie, and due at
offense which Beal says is not a new commission which would report to na. If, however,
New Drainage Bill,
destroyed telegraphic no extravaganee in the expenditure of gienilhi warfare until such time as
tomorrow, the extent to which j
one for Torres.
the government draintll,y
enough ammunition for a
Sidney
Cooper
gather
funds
congress by January upon the loca- - communication hampers Mr. Beaupre! m.hiie
be
shall
marines
'
the
employed.
Examined Life Insurance Company.
age expert, has been in conference
tion and distribution of army posts ;in getting information as to events in
"Recently Mr. Taft has dwelt on the concentrated stand.
No Sinister Motive.
with the committee on irrigation ami
Peter Lienau, deputy superintend- land proposed abandonment of many the eastern end of the island, where fact that my administration had left
Tlle rebels have about 6,(100 men in
Tt is believed that as soon as Presient of insurance returned late Satur recommended bv the war denartment. the disturbances are focused, the state . deficit." said the Colonel. "He can this vicinity. Only sixty six men have
urainage and nas aided them in prefact
the
of
aware
made
is
dent Gomez
Texas, where he
day from
paring a bill for the drainage of water
The report was acted on by the department will act independently of say that by taking only one year and been reported missing by the com-hi- s
beno sinister purpose
conducted an examination,
bogg on lands that ought to bring prosmanders since the battle at Rellano. that there is
jointly House today. A conflict
over the
suggestion.
omitting the other six and
veshind the movements of the naval
to the valley of the Rio Grande
with the insurance department of amendments is expected.
perity
Rebels Destroy German Plantation. During my administration we idled up There are hardly any sick, but about
Senators
sels and thiit their commanders will and do much good in other portions
A
coffee
of
in
27.
150
planta-jTexas, into the affairs of the Amaril-l- Curtis and Smoot blocked immediate
between
the
$200,000,000
and;
May
hospitals.
being
Santiago,
surplus
more than use their force? of the state. There are 75,000 acres
National Life Insurance Company. action in the Senate by insisting on tion belonging to John Botte, a Ger- - $.100,000,000. In fact we had almost Threaten to Cut Federal Com mumca- - do nothing
injury to American lives ;()f waterlogKed ,anu , tne pCOs va!
,0
prevent
not
made
be
will
The report
&
public time to study the changes.
man suujecL neu
ten niiitro iw mueu uiuu-- j aim
I'nui
tions
ne no longer win oJ'-n(,and
property,
be Iml(Ul thH
.lk)ne. . Tne bm is t0
until the company has had the opporwest ot tnis city, was destroyed toaay pari oi roe money useu ou me rauuiim
.
H is thoroughly appreciated here that
Harrassing Huerta
Secretary of War Scores Provision.
f
ounu
a
were
to
issue.
witnoiu
canai
The
reply.
rebel
band.
a
tunity
uuitaings
Washington, D. C, May 27. Secre- by
Chihuahua, Mex., May 27 To Gen-- ' the Cuban president must assume a! Miguel E. Baca chairman of the comTaft Feeling Fit.
Department of Education.
tary of War Stimson, in a statement burned and the horses and cattle car'erals
and Campa have rather resentful attitude toward w nat miUf,e (m irrig.lti(m wil) introduce the
. ...
The state department of education cn the proposed action by Congress ried off. A protest has been lodged
.....
Perth Amboy, N. .1., May 27. Feel i.ueen Argueniado
n,.in.ip . rt l.c an invasion nf Tne1 measure.
worn ci isoii.uug uie 11115m. aiirii
uie
lrusieu
It is also ing fit for his final hours of campaign- f d
is sending out its third set ot Ligntn
id th Drovision. supposedly aimed with the German consul.
,
lest the patriotism of the Cuban
A
island,
is
force
operating
Senate.
large
rr
uver at General Wood, would have rendered reported that a sugar mill at Hatillo,
ifrra tVt nri m fi r on tntn mrnV
Grade examination questions.
to resistance, fetiouiu ne
be
stirred
and
around
Tnrreon
E. C. de Bea presided
territory
Lieutenant
nis
CC0 pupils are taking the examination
however
trip cm uueuii 11 int. u
in his ohiection.
ineligible for service as chief of staff, belonging to a German has beel burn- President Taft today began
ntri c i"
itrpwii i caturu
again. It took over half an hour to
this year, the largest in the history of everyone except, four of the nineteen ed bv the rebels, but no confirmation down the coast line of New Jersey. The
American naval commanders win inn
111 Possession
now
are
that
Fri- tcday
the journal of Thursday
,h?y
fiead
President's voice m his fiwt ..speeen of o
demands
New Mexico, and a very large percen- generals who have served as command- - j has yet come to hand.
....
to
,
ml
n
fferent
the
renin
uoniez raiaeio aim mtuu,
im-- ,
day.
showed
a
decided.
here
the
is
Kach
it
where
nmtoerinn
it
day
are
since
successfully.
tage
of the American army
passing
Strike of Lightermen Terminated.
It is expected that the rebels will
Six petitions asking for the creation
He con- successful candidate is given a cer- General Washington.
Havana Mav 27. The strike of provement over Saturday.
that the Cuban government can of Sumner
narass
Huerta almost constantly by clearafford
Solonel
county were read. Also a
at
shot
hot
to
fire
it.
tificate from the state which will adnot
"It would," he said, "have disquali- - lightermen and other laborers in thejtimied
memorial from the American Sunday
cutting the railroad behind them.
Intervention.
for
fierf
was
Provisions
nf Uavnnu
mit them to any high school in
... General Winfield Scott, , of- the old nrt ...
.
..
tAnninalprt tndnv rtooseveil.
Legislative
school union protesting against the
General Enrile Is Dying.
Believes President Will Win.
D. c
May
a8h, t
army. It would also nave oisnuanneu The settlement of the strike was due
! he condition ot Gonjalo C. hnnle,
W- of New
Senator
United
States
Bripgs
relations
on
Cuban
conln)ittee
McPherson, entirely to tne intervention of Presi
McClellan,
Sheridan,
Inspected Road.
ew Measures.
right hand man of General Oroco, tOClliy dlrected senator Page of Ver
n iurr hi
11a man
O. O. How- dent Jose Gomez, who indicated clear- - Ki sej ,
Hallock,
Meade,
Warren,
Land
C.
D.
Miller,
State Engineer
Senate Joint Memorial No. 6 was
said today: "I be- - wlio was stauued recently
nj un- state
with
convention,
confer
to
chairman
Porthe
Horace
H.
and
Wilson
James
cease
must
ly to the strikers that ttey
Commissioner R. P. Ervien and Sena ard,
lieve the President will carry the solid known assassins, was today said to lie pri.ipnt Taft regarding necessarv introduced by Walton asking Contheir agitation pending, the cifsis
tor B. F. Pankey left the city yester-- j ter, among others of the UnionE. army
Tvtth
serious. Hi wounds reCOnilueilUUI lulls lui i,.ii..tiJ,v. n
rnnidlv
gress to pass the bill of Congressman
the execution
- "
'
Lee.
'
and
Robert
in the Civil war;
11'Biai""""
which the country ia passing.
Rucker of Colorado to pension the surthrough
blood
day morning in the Pankey motor car
and
districts
tnese
not
in
and
nealcd
as
have
two
of
law
expected
districtSj
pf
flnd
clear
of
provision
and Wheeler
vi(1. flil.prt
The government has not received any we have an excellent
to inspect that portion of the Santa Jackson, Beauregard
chance. The poisoning has set in. Enrile is anx- - E0Verning when and how- - the I'nited vivors of the Indian wars and their
further news today from the province President said here that he believed ions to get to the United Mates for
widows.
road running through and the Confederacy.
otateg mav intervene in Cuba under
"General Grant would have barely of
Senate Bill No. 174, by Laughren, to
to
Oriente, but continues straining Mr. Roosevelt would be defeated.
the Pankey ranch near
j medical
but is reported to the
adjacent
treatment
amendment.
Piatt
one
bv
restriction
year's
escaped its
j
exempt new industries from taxation.
Lamy. The road is in the best of con- service and General Sherman by two every nerve to rush reinforcements of
Taft Asks Approval.
be in fear that he will be arrested if
Merely a Precaution.
Senate Bill No. 17.", by Ilfeld. to govtroops with supplies of arms and amdition through the ranch being kept months.
"I am here to get your approval to he comes into American
territory.
Washington, D. C, May 27 Presi- ern the commitment of insane
adto
front.
the
do
munition
will
state
The
Mr.
as
a
administration
)ersons.
this
Republican
vioPankey.
up by
Enrile is accused of circulating a
dent Taft today replied to President
"Coming down to modern times, it
Senate Bill No. 17fi, by McCoy, an
said Mr. Taft. "I take lent
some work on the other side of the
in El Gomez's
ministration,",
of
regardproclamation
practically
disqualifies
yesterday
telegram
permanently
act for the regulation of correspondit that you would have approved it Paso in the early days of the revolu- ranch. Metal sign boards on gas the
entire engineer corps, the honor SENATE WISHES LIGHT
ing the attitude of the United States- ence schools and business colleges.
1.
week
his
the
be
will
wmiuiu
ami
ni.es.iini
by
placed
AmerTAX.
and
cieany
pipe
ONO CORPORATION
men of West Point. It disqualifies for
towards Cuba. He declared the
"i,i()n denouncing President Tflft
Senate Hill No. 177, by ftomero, to
KOOSeveil nao noi iiuerveueu aim uu
Roswell good roads boosters.
the American people. Copk;s of the lean government's activities in
example, Colonel Goethals and all of
for the examination of insurprovide
intervention
whether
his
the
question
were confiscated
by lizing war vessels at Key West and
his assistants on the Panama canal; Cuban Resolution Committee of "Upper
ance companies, etc.
to prevent your doing so."
ought
to
marines
with
With
ordinance.
of
Will
Confer
Prairie
House
MOORS MAKE FIERCE
chief
the
in
the
CrozieT
El
General
Paso.
officers
patching
Miera presented a telegram certifyan
President.
ATTACK ON FEZ, MOROCCO General Funston and many other offWashington, I). C, May 27 Mill-- ' (Juantanamo, was not in any sense
the term of A. B. Fall as U. S. Sening
icers.
tary students of the revolution in intervention move.
to March 4, 191:'. It is signed by
ator
"I am sincerely gratified to learn ot the clerk of the U. S. Senate.
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Personal Legislation.
Mexico believe that General Huerta,
Artillery Finally Drove Off Tribesmen
measures
With Considerable Loss
a
in
of
in
the federal army
command
your government's energetic
"In fact this order tends to put
Committee Reports.
Senate.
in Killed.
the north has placed his force in a to put down the disturbance and to
Chairman McCoy of the committee
premium upon mere routine service
of
27.
D.
being on education
of know that you are confident
C, May
nerilous nosition in the eagerness
Washington,
and to exclude from the highest post
reported a substitute for
BE
Met at noon and considered
his pursuit of the defeated army of successful," cabled President Taft,
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) in the army the men whose force, inresolution regard- Hitchcock
Orozco after the battle of Rellano. His; "As was fully explained to the Cubanof gta(e lngt'itlj(jong
Paris, May 27. Wireless reports re- telligence and
opportunities have
one line ot communication
ceived today at the ministry of war brought them quickly to the front. It
ing publicity of corporation tax
i,ii
r)in Vf, .,.
running cnarge u amines neie. the American
information.
snilislhe study of history and civics, was 011
from Fez, Morocco, my an attack on would result in confining the choice
Will Tell How He Gained f'm the City of Mexico northward to government's motive in sending
.
Cuban resolutions committee
Corrantos is exposed to tne danger 10 iey uesi, jus.
of Navarro recommitted
that city by Moors was silenced by for this principal staff position to men
for
Waters-Piercof
Control
naval sta- - request
Guantanamo
of
to
the
Si
hands
at
the
confer
with
of
to
Prairie
of
A
staff
force
experdirected
had
least
have
disruption
the
who
complete
Page
the French artillery.
(.o( ret.tlnn
act
to
able
be
to
was'
has
which
Si
neabout
a
of
force
merely
:!,000
this
said
tion,
that
rebels,
President Taft regarding
5,000 additional French troops is to be ience. It is currently
Holt, lor the special committee pre- Company
for
suddenly developed its presence just promptly in case it should unfortunate- - sonted' rt.soltions of r.spect j menl.
rushed forward to protect the route provision is aimed at General Leonard
cessary recommendations
Amen
to
protect
west of Torreon and many miles to the y become necessary
with S
Wood, the present chief of staff. If so,
thJ
legislation in connection
M,y Qf Mrs de Ba(a mother of
hetween Kabat and Fez.
Huerta s advance can lite ana property iy remieu.i.- - lieutenant
Si WHITE GATHERED THE PROXIES south of Genera
Mr da Rar-this a pretty high price to pay for
the Piatt amendment.
Fierce Fighting at Fez.
,
Cu-,moral support or assistance to the
What I am conguard.
,
Conferees reported army ap- - S
presidem pro Teni,,ore MIera to the
Fez, Morocco, by Wireless to Tan- personal legislation.
ban government.
General Huerta Alarmed
Is the effect of
S
with
cerned
!(nair and tnallked lhe mt.mbers ot the
with
primarily
A
of
27.
body
propriation
May
strong
gier,
at
the
these,
time,
clear
"As, quite
S Witness
The department learned today that
tration amendments.
Moors made another fierce 8ttack on such legislation on the service. Per,lmrw,.
Says Oil Magnet Owned
aroused to the danger of ordinary measures of precaution, wrp- ed the sympathy so expressed. He paid
Senator Hitchcock spoke on S
.apparently
this city this morning. Some pene- sonal legislation, the attempt by legisOne-Fourt- h
Confrom any ques- a
Stock
and
disassociated
entirely
Individual
of
status
commander
to
affect
the
federal
the
to
lation
his
mother.
this situation,
feeling tribute
his resolution requesting the
trated inside the walls but were disor lit, has been the
trolled More.
for
has dispatched a considerable force to tion of intervention.
to supply the Senate S
Bills Passed.
president
persed, or killed. The French lost officersof the good
TAFT.'
H.
"WILLIAM
American administration.
prevent a raid by this rebel army.
Senate Substitute for House Substirelative Si
with full information
one officer killed and thirty soldiers bane
of
proposition, the evil is
tute for House Bill No. 15.'!, amending
to corporations as shown by
(By Special Lensed Wire to New Mexican) which is under the leadership
killed or wounded. The Moorish cas- Tn the present most
WALL STREET HAS
exhibited in its
exaggerated form.
the law giving water companies a lien
Si
tax returns.
York N Y May 27 Proxies eral Campa, a dashing cavalry officer,
ualties were heavy.
corporation
DAY.
DULL
FEATURELESS AND
T doubt if the American people have
The two armies have been in collision
for water rent, was pasesd 23 to 0.
Si of shareholders of'the Waters-PiercHouse.
Moors Dashed at Guns.
on
an
Torreon.
west
of
for
attack
miles
a
few
n'
great svmpathy
Senate Bill No. 146, for the appointSi Oil Company, were sought by agents. at
11 a. m. and resumed
at
Met
The French artillery was in action any
After
Court
of
coun
Supreme
uu me lauiuau iu win ttiifc', uul luc Reconvening
a capable officer who served his
ment of guardians for spendthrifts and
Si acting directly for John V). Rockefelnaval
of
consideration
approBeen
for a considerable time, shelling the
Have
to
is
Said
Recess
result of the encounter is not yet
try well in the Philippines and who is
incompetents, was taken up.
Si ler to defeat the Pierce action of the
Cause.
priation bill.
Moors, with repeated dashes at the
known.
with energy and efficiency as
serving
Hinkle viewed the spendthrift bill
and
relast
been
place
had
company
February
guns. By noon, quiet
Defeated.
Rebels
of Staff."
chief
Standard Oil interests in control, acloosed wire to New Mexican) wltn ai'irm. ne ieareu tnat some ot
rpv
snmi
stored to the city, but in view of the
Mazatlan. Mex., May 26. An en
cording to testimony given here today
New York, Mav 27. The dullness of tne senators had spent a!l of their
situation. General Lyautey, the new
RESULT OF TODAY'S
He
T. gagement at dawn today between lfi'M today's
Charles
commissioner
before
a
by
French resident general, has decided 2C0 INDUSTRIAL WORKERS DIEGO.
early session in the stock mar - substance and princely salaries.
BASEBALL GAMES.
federals and an equal number of reb-- ,
MARCH ON SAN
White, secretary of the Standard Oil els at Fuerte twelve miles from here, ket was attributed to the United j wanted to know whether this new
1o adjourn his official visit to the SulStates supreme court having recon - law would apply to them. Holt re- tan, who insists on abdicating the Trouble Makers Are Said to Be Trav- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Company of New Jersey.
v.
vened.
after a fortnight recess Wall plied that it did not apply to Walton
throne.
Acted
for
Rockefeller.
American.
Iwith a loss of two men. The federal'
eling io Small Bands on In- Street
professed to believe that the) as the latter had confessed to saving
in
Mr. White testified that he was
At Cleveland
troops followed the rebels towards, ourt would hand down some import a competency out of his Jj.OD a day.
terior Roads.
St.
game postponed, structed by James A. Moffat, vice rroix where another battle was ex-- i
ant decisions, and pending such devel- The bill passed 2:i to 1, Walton voting
NAVAJO INDIAN KILLED
president of the Standard Oil Com- - pected. Rurales are now scouting the
(My Special leaned Wire to New Mexican) 'rain.
opments it decided to make no commit- nay.
name
to
in
to
the
National.
southern part of the Fuerte district
pany
HIMSELF AT SHIPROCK.
gather proxies
Los Angeles, Calif., May 27. Sec
ments.
Senate Substitute for Senate Bill
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(Continued on Pag
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Governor W. C. McDonald returned
Irom Raton last evening where lie
was the guest of the city Saturday,
noaa puna.
State Treasurer O. N. Marron this
morning received $iOiin from Chaves
county to be placed to the credit of
the state road fund, as a part contribution for the construction of the
Sands road.
Commencement Address.
L.
Bradford
Former Governor
Prince will address the students of
the New Mexico Normal University
on Commencement Day, at Las Vegas
next Thursday on the subject "Be
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The Little Store
Again Reminds' You of the Superior

the

Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire " (ioods.

Southern Comer Plaza,
CASH PURCHASES.

ALL

MONDAY,

tie business. Of late years he gave his
attention to sheep. The passing of
Paul Kruger removes one of the finest
The shriek of a locomotive is a men that ha3 helped to make the Pewarning of immediate danger so great cos valley.
that it must he heeded, but many peoDistrict Court in San Juan County.
ple face other dangers as great without knowing it.
Judge Abbott announced that he is

Santa Fe. Telephone
WE

GIVE

G
No. 40.

REGISTER

MAY 27, 1912.

Helping a Woman

UNSEENJIGER

Generally means helping an entire family.
Her back aches so she can hardly drag
around. Her nerves are on edge and she
is nearly wild. Headache and Sleeplessness unfit her for the care of her family.
to
remain and help clear up Rheumatic Pains and Lumbago rack her
H. Loyd of Mt. Vernon,
X. Y.. willing
writes us about a recent experience the district court docket after the
But, let ber take
body.
as follows: "A generally debilitated trial cases are disposed of. He has
condition of the system, which had made a most favorable impression on i
lasted for two months and was grow- all by his impartial, prompt manner
ing worse, impressed on me the ne- of transacting court business.
The Wetherill killing and the killing
cessity of using a good strengthenand all these ailments
ing tonic. Vinol was my choice be- of David Grego by Kufemia Archuleta
will disappear. She will
cause I had heard so much of it, and are the only cases of thi3 nature on
soon recover her strength
The Grego affair ocI am pleased to say it has fulfilled the docket.
and healthy activity for
I
have re- curred near Blanco about a year ago.
every recommendation.
Foley Kidney Pills are
gained my usual strength, and other 1. is claimed by Mrs. Archuleta that healing, curative, strengthening and tonic,
members of the family have also Grego attempted to break into her a medicine for all Kidney, Bladder and
house at night and she shot him in Urinary Diseases that always cures.
found Vinol very beneficial."
For sale by all druggists.
If you are fagged out and weak, defense of her honor, a she believed,
returned
Indictments have been
have poor appetite, sleep badly or
are in low spirits, then you should gai"st E. A. Thomas for horse steal-hee- DROUTH AND HEAT
GET IN THEIR WORK.
the warning and begin promptly inS. M. McGoIdrick for attempting to
to build up your strength with Vinol. fprce collection of a labor account by
'
It renews and enriches the blood, and means of a pistol, Jose Dominguez Crops of Southwest Suffer Early in
vigor' and for nors stealing. Thomas and
Season and Wheat Pit
brings back your
You can use Vinol at our Goldrick have been in jail awaiting
Feels Reaction.
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
risk, for we guarantee it to help you. trial for 'nanv months, and Judge
Capital Pharmacv. Santa Fe N. Pott's action in suspending sentence
Chicago, 111., May 27. Drought and
and turning them loose will meet ap- heat in the southwest led to general
XI ex.
probation of the public. San Juan buying of wheat today. In Kansas, it
County Index.
was said, that irreparable damage
A
GIFT.
was beginning to show west of Great
This lovely month, O Virgin,
DARROW TRIAL DELAYED
This blooming month of May,
Bend, and that the size of the burnt
LAW
MINOR
BY
SUITS. areas increased with each
We pluck from life's rough pathway,
day of
And offer you today.
sun and wind. Opening prices here
Defense Has Promised Gruelling Cross were
This softest-tinteflower
to
up. July started at
Examination of Bert H.
The fruitful year can yield
a gain of
to
to 111
ltl
Franklin.
AVe fain would have
and rose to 111
transplanted
To thine immortal field.
for
The close was weak at 110
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
of
net
a
gain
2".
July,
Minor
Los
Calif.,
May
Angeles,
Then Mary, dearest Mother,
Corn had an easy tone, but selling
law suites and the usual Monday mornCome down this golden day,
ing session of the lunacy commission, was checked by the strength in wheat.
Or send thy dear child, Jesus,
at 75c
had precedence today over the trial of July opened unchanged to
To bear our gift away.
to
and seemed inclined
S. Darrow, the Chicago law- to 76
Clarence
And when it has been planted
yer, for alleged jury bribery. The keep within those limits.
In those sheen fields above,
The finish was weak with July at
jcase, in consequence, was not sched
Fore'er may it remind thee
a decline of
uled to oe resumed until i:ju ociock 75
Of thy dear children's love.
Dubious prospects for oats in Illithis afternoon.
George N. Lockwood, the Grand nois made price of that cereal firm.
And often, dearest Mother,
his Near Peoria, the crop' was said to be
Army man who began Saturday
To keep it blooming there,
story of the alleged attempt to bribe going backward daily.
July started
Should we perceive it fading,
fbim as a prospective juror in the
to 51
to
higher at 51
Though kept from weeds by prayer,
McN'amara trial, was expected to re- and climbed to 51
Vell send our guiding angels
sume the stand for the completion of
Weakness developed, in provisions
With tears we shall have shed
his direct examination probably after as a result of large receipts of hogs
In mem'ry of thy sorrow
adon
the
a ruling by Judge Hutton
and of lower prices at the yards. First
The night our Lord was dead.
missibility of evidence regarding other transactions ranged from 5 to 12
"D."
instances of alleged bribery in the Mc- down, with September options 1S.30
Namara trial.
to 1S.35 for pork: 10.72
to 10.75
Gruelling Cross Examination.
for lard, and 10.2510.27
for ribs.
(ROUND THE STATE
Saturday
Judge Hutton indicated
that he would decide today, but it was
KILLED WHILE DRILLING
expected that some time would be conSwallowed Fly Paper.
AN IRRIGATION WELL.
sumed by the arguments of counsel for
The child of Joseph Goodart S1X both sides. It is not believed that the
While engaged in drilling an
miles east of Roswell, swallowed some j)rosecution hopes to connect Mr. Darirrigation well on the farm of
fly paper and for a time its lite was row
with tne Lockwood bribery
A. J. Meeks in Curry county, X
of.
despaired
(through Lockwood himself, as it is
J. W. Tibbetts, aged 01 years
' said to be the intention of the district
was struck by a piece of iron
Divorce Decree.
'attorney to present that phase of the
in the temple and died soon aftA final decree of divorce was given 'case
tnrough Bert H. Franklin, who is
erwards without regaining
at Roswell to Margery Paulson Rich - Lxl)eeted to follow inWood on the
A post mor- consciousness.
Leonhusband
srdson and against her
stand. The defense has promised a
tem
of the
showed
a
fracture
ard Ramseur Richardson.
for both
gruelling
His wife JS
skull and jawbone.
Lockwood and Franklin, particularly
and two children survive him. X
Not Dead But Drunk.
the latter who pleaded guilty to the
Marcus Hidalgo was picked up on indictment of bribing Lockwood' and
the streets of Las Vegas by the police was fined $4,000.
GRANDMOTHERS HERBS.
who thought he was dead. Hidalgo
Almost every American man or wo
revived in time to be given eight days
COLOMBIA HAS NOT
man can recall the collection of roots,
for drunkenness.
YET RECOGNIZED PANAMA. herbs and barks made every fall for
the home medicine chest.
Rio Grande Floods San Marcial.
It is interesting to note that the
The Rio Grande for the second time Independence of Republic Cause of
most successful remedy for female ills
III Feeling and Useless
ir eight years, completely flooded San
the world has ever known Had its or!
Marcial, Socorro county, and did much
Negotiation.
gin nearly forty years ago in one of
damage to business houses, some of
these home medicine chests and Ly- which have three feet of water stand- l By Special Leasea Wire to New Mexican
dia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
ing in them.
Washington, D. C, May 27. So far is made
today m immense quantities
as the state department is aware, no
from these same roots and herbs with
Democrats Denounce Democratic Aarrangements had been reached be- extreme accuracy, care and cleanliness.
ldermen.
tween American Minister DuBois and
Merit alone could have stood this test
The Democrats of Albuquerque are the
Colombian government looking to of time.
denouncing the Democratic aldermen the
recognition by the latter of the infor restoring the Red Light district
tt'ithmit nallitiir a nnnnlar olpntinn nn dependence of Panama, in return for
30,000,000 indemnity, as was re- .,7m. na tho n,.r!,fi,.:'a
h
from Cartagena.
There have
ported
platform had pledged.
been no negotiations between the two
countries regarding the Panama for
Fire Two Shots at Liquor Dealer.
Frank Herrera of Las Vegas, is in a nearly a year, unless the letter of
hospital at Trinidad, Colorado, with a Senor Ospina, which led to his retireshattered hip and is likely to die. Her- ment as minister to the United States
man Biernbaum is slightly injured and may be so regarded.
Charles Aielloa, a liquor dealer, is badIt costs but little. to renew your
ly cut. A street duel between Aielloa BALLOON THAT ASCENDED IN
TEXAS SEEN IN KANSAS. Furniture.
and Herrera resulted in Herrera firing
See RHOADS and
two shots at the liquor dealer who reshow you what he can do.
him
let
Leased
Wire to Njw Mexican)
(By Special
sponded with an automatic.
Chanute, Kans., May 27. A balloon
believed to be the St. Louis which
Brice Moves Back to New Mexico.
SANTA FE.N. M.
Telephone 157 W.
Judge C. R. Brice has purchased ascended at 7;30 last night at San An- ten acre tract in La Huerta north of tonio, Texas, in an effort to lift the
cup for long distance flight, pass- Carlsbad. He will have the old resi- NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
to ea over here at 10 ociock this morn- dence remodelled
and enlarged
inS.
make it one of the most comfortable
traveling rapidly northeastward.
EXPRESS LINE.
Von
homes in Carlsbad. Mr. Brice has been Tne St. Louis carried Albert
in Houston, Texas, for a year on busi-- Hoffman and Captain John Berry, and
Red 161.
iiess and will move his family back tojv;as well equipped with oxygen tanks
Carlsbad in a short time as soon as he and other paraphernalia for high fly- - Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store
closes up his business there.
ing. The distance from San Antonio
to Chanute is about 592 miles.
Balloon Seen in Missouri.
Land Sales Under Carlsbad Project.
Sweet Springs, Mo., May 27 A balSeveral sales of land were made i.i
the Carlsbad project the last week. loon believed to be the St. Louis,
Charles D. Powell of Nebraska bought passed over here at 12:10 p. m. at a
two tracts near Malaga, paying $100 height of approximately 5,000 feet. It
an acre. W. W. Hall of Kansas bought was sailing about forty-fivmiles an
SO acres near
Loving at $100 an acre. hour in a northeasterly direction.
J I. Sawvel of Iowa, bought 80 acres Sweet Springs is 105 miles northeast
south of Otis. There are a number of of Chanute.
deals pending. This is excursion week
and a number of prospectors came in
Deafness Cannot be Cured
last night.
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
Not Wanted in That Part of New There is only one way to cure deafMexico.
ness, and that is by constitutional reTwo men came out Monday from El medies. Deafness is caused by an inPaso, ostensibly to size up the pros- flamed condition of the mucous linpects of putting In a saloon at Colum- ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
bus. Before they had made much of this tube is inflamed you have a rumban interview they were both too ling sound or
imperfect hearing, and
drunk for utterance.
Incidentally, when it is entirely closed, Deafness
they discovered that Columbus doesn't is the result, and unless the inflama- want any saloon and is not bidding t'.on can be
taken out end this tube
for the citizenship of any such deMade
restored to its normal condition, heargraded specimens of the genus homo.
will be destroyed forever; nine
ing
Columbus Courier.
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, wnlch is nothing but an inPioneer Dies of Blood Poison.
Thirty years' of experience in
Paul Kruger, one of the pioneers in flamed condition of the mucous surtailoring in seme of the largest
faces.
Eddy county, died at his home west of
We will give One Hundred Dollars
cities in Europe and America.
Lakewood from blood poison. He
was buried in the old McDonald ceme- for any case of Deafness (caused by
tery on Seven Rivers with due honors. catarrh) that cannot be cured by 101
The Odd Fellows of Carlsbad went to Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cirWashington Avenue.
the funeral in force. Mr. Kruger set- culars, free.
F. J. CHENET. & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
tled on Seven rivers in 1876 and had
Phone Black 22J.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
lived there ever since. He worked
Pills
for consti
Take Hall's
at first as a blacksmith for John
Qoods Called for and Delivered.
Chisum, but later went Into the cat- - pation.

Foley
Kidney Pills
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Always the Leader

T
WITH

M.
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d

TICKETS

j

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

AND

old-tim- e

,

Ab-Th- e

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
ALFaLFa

STOCK

FOOD.

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages

SEED.

WHENEVER

i-- 8

Phone 14.

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

45

ad

NIK I LAM

El Toro

wood

J. CRICHTON
Lumber ancHCoal Yard
R.

r

of Building Materials.
Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
All Kinds

III

Kard

Phone, Red

100

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

Parts

All
C

A

VP lUftNPV an' 'nconven'ence

by Purchasing Wells

3i I L lllll "L I Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers' Checks and Foreign Money Orders.
!

Payable
Throughout

u'

C

CANADA

W.

and All Foreign
Countries

MFXICft

SENT

REMITTANCES

BY TELEGRAPH

Santa Fe, N. M.

C. LONG, Agt.,

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
FIRST-CLAS-

Also

First-Clas-

Phone Main

s

139

LIVERY

S

J. R. CREATH,

,t,r

J. F. RHOADS
UPHOLSTERING

RIGS.

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
310

San Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

and repairing of your
FURNITURE

104Galisteo Street

WOODY'S HACK LINE
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. GANN, Prop.

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOSJj
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Telephone II.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
the north bound train and arrive at
Kegular Meals 25 cents.
Tao at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Pent 25c and 60c.
Short Orders at All Hours.
Ten miles shorter than any other
hacks and good
way. Good cover
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
Vrench Noodle Order JOc. a diss,
furnished commereal men to take In
Kew York Chop Suey 50a the
surrounding town. Wire Knbude

Station

::

1

Phone

JULIUS

1

IE

e

The Tailor

Rooms With Bath,

Patronize home industry.

Leave orders

at

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

FRANK

iW.

JONES. ""ISSZT

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS.
Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE

j

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Orchards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
For Full Information Call,
Or. Phone No. rted 76

n

the World.

of

:

:

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

c

4

WHEN YOU CAN GET THE

:

Delivered to your house.

2

Phone, Red 100

Phone, Red 100

Phone 14

2

Street, Near Union Depot.

Hicko.x

It

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

11

8

We Have

Why Import Mineral Water ?

c

Iola

If Its Hardware

c

8

Phone Black

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

8

8

THE THOUGHT OF HARDWARE ENTERS YOUR
STORE IS THE

MIND, ALSO LET IN THE THOUGHT THAT OUR
PLACE TO BUY RELIABLE HARDWARE.

MAY-DA-

d

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

IF YOU WILL "TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE YOU'LL LAND
ANY FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT.
OUR LINES ARE NEW
AND FRESH AND STRONG; OUR REELS ARE NOT RUSTY.

.... $1.50 and $2.00

Will clean, press, repair

Per Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.

To Be Completed July

1st, 1912.

Rubber Stamps.
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REJHHMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

PRICE LIST.
inches loug
15c
Stamp, not over 2
Each additional line on stamp
lfe
One-liand not over 3
inches long. . 20c
Stamp, over 2
Each additional line on stamp
15c
One-liand not over 5 inches long.... 25c
stamp, over 3
Each additional line on same stamp
20c
One-liStamp, over 5 inches long per inch'
lfe
Each additional line, same price. (Curved lines
on Stamp count as two lines).
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long
25c extra
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used is
lf
over
inch in size, we charge for one hue for each
lf
inch or fraction.
One-li- ne

-2

ne

1- -2

ne

1- -2

-2

ne

one-ha-

one-ha-

DATES, ETC.
Local Dater any town and date, for
inch
Ledger Dater month, day and year in -3 inch
Regular Line Dater month, day and year, -4 tech....
Regular Line Dater month, day aad year, -8 inch....
Defiance Model Band Dater
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp and Weed Cut
Pearl Check Protector
-2

1-

1-

1-

-2.

2

4

4

1-

-4

ct.

3--4,
15 cts;
2 x 3 4, 25 cts ; 2 -4 x 3
25
x 4 4, 35 cts ; 3
x 6, 60 cts;
4
2,
75 cts;
x 9, 85 cts. All colors. Stamp Pad Ink. 25 cts iter hnttu'
3--

3--

jq

STAMP PADS.

SELF-INKIN- G
1

jfc

50c
35c
25c
1.54
1.50

-8

FOR TYPE SPFCIMENS ADDRESS,

NEW MEXICAN
SANTA

PRINTING CO.

FE, NKW MhXICO.

or alter Ladies' and

Gents' Garments at

reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

and

Gents' Custom

Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

FOR SALE A lot of second band
belting, hangers, pulleys, and shafting; one 12 horse power end one ' 22
horse power Leffel Engine, irst clave
condition; one 40 horse power locomotive type boiler capable of carrying
75 pounds of steam, pass
upon by
Boiler Inspector; radiators, steam
piping and valves; a .10 gallon gasoline tank, with other sundry Items.
Any of these items will be sold cheap
If taken at once. If inter.;gteil
address the New Mexico Printing 000
pany, Want Fe. Ne Mexico
Commencement
TlK,
Programs
New Mexican Printing Company have
received the new samples of embossed
and engraved commencement program
covers. The line is beautifully gotten
up with the latest patterns and designs. Samples will be mailed upon
request to any one interested. Make
your selections early.
',

EUROPEAN CAPITAL
burnished for attractive enterprise!
in all substantial lines of business.
Railroads, Tractions, Water & Electric Powers, Irrigations, Timber, Min
iDfc',

Agricultural

&

Industrial.

Bond, Debenture and Stock Issues
Underwritten, Purchased or Sold.
Properties purchased for Europeau
exploitation and investment.
Financial Undertakings of all sorts
handled.
Miscellaneous commissions ana oi
ders of all characters accepted for execution in any European country.
Correspondence enclosing full de
tells at first witing Invited.
--

THE INTERNATIONAL
84-16-- 18

BANKERS ALLIANCE

Bloomsbury Street
London, England,

MONDAY,

MAY 27, 1912.

CUBES ECZEMA,

FOURTH ARTILLERY COMING
TO NEW MEXICO.

ACHE,TETTER ETC.

Will

While Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, etc., are troubles which affect
the skin, their source is far deeper than the outside cuticle. These affeetions
are caused by irritating humors, or uratic acid in the blood. Such impurities
inflame and irritate the delicate net-woof fibrous tissue which lies just
beneath the surface of the outer skin, and the inflammatory discharge thus
produced is forced out through the pores and glands, and is continually
keptup while the blood remains infected. This exudation causes the formation of scales and crusts so often seen in Eczema, and when they are
scratched off the flesh is left raw and more susceptible to other infection.
It can ve-- readily be seen then that to produce a cure the circulation must
be purified and cleansed. This S. S. S. will do. It goes down to the very
bottom, removes all humors and impurities, neutralizes the excessive acids
of the system and in this way removes the cause of disease. Local applications can only soothe the irritation and assist in keeping the skin clean; they
T

never produce a cure because such treatment does not reach the blood.
S. S S. restores to the thin, acrid blood all its lost properties, makes it
pure and rich and enables it to nourish the skin and keep it soft, smooth
and healthy. Book on Skin Diseases and any medical advice free to all
Who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.

Knows Well Enough That Those Addicted to Them Can Win Neither
in Ring nor Elsewhere.
(By H. W. Lanigan.)"
Las Vegas, N. M., May 27. The
world's fistic game never had a cleverer nor craftier exponent
than
Tommy Ryan, who so ably presided
over the middleweight division for so
niitny jerrs. Ryan honorab1; plopped

'nto
that

Bob Fitzsimaions' sioes wren
old hero of the ring quit fighting

and leveled his attack
on heavyweights.
The wise ones in the fighting world
know full well that Ryan did yeomen
service in making the monarch
of
Monarehs out of Jim Jeffries.
The
member from Syracuse was one of
Jeff's first handlers and the late Billy
Delaney often declared that Ryan was
the big man in the training camp and
the big man in the corner when Jeff
was engaged in bagging his early important fights.
in
Ryan is now busily engrossed
turning out two ring champions and
in the sport's two irost important
classes, the heavy and the middle. He
has just got through a tremendous
successful coast tour with Howard
Morrow, his young charge from Benton Harbor, Mich., a young
whom
many shrewd judges declare is destined to become the next middleweight champion.
Ryan is now putting Jim Flynn over
the jumps for the Pueblo fireman's
setto with Jack Johnson in Las Vegas'
encounter July 4. Ryan is
ii complete charge of Flynn and the
Montezuma camp.
Manager Curley
has ell his affairs in such shape that
he is packing up preparatory to hitting out for California in the interest
of the big show. After Tommy Ryan
got his first peek at Flynn he said:
"The fireman is a bigger man than
1
thought and plenty big enough to become the world's champion."
"Do you cling to Flynn's own belief.

ld

Begin Practice March From Fort
D. A. Russell on June
Twenty.

(Py Special Leusod Wire to Now Mexican)
Cheyenne,
Wyo., May 27. The
Fourth field artillery, Ninth cavalry
and Eleventh infantry at Fort D. A.
Russell, have received instructions to
be prepared for Cuban service upon
twenty-fou- r
hours notice.
This order is stated by army officers
at the post to be similar to orders received some weeks ago to be prepared
for Mexican border service and is
merely precautionary. The Fourth artillery has orders to begin a practice
march from Wyoming to Xew Mexico
on June 20. This march will be undertaken under campaign conditions
to
test efficiency of mule batteries in
rough country. These orders have not
been revoked by the instructions to bo
in readiness for Cuban service.

rk

FLYNN HAS CUT OUT
CIGARETS AND BEER.

House o
Special Invitation is Extended to the Members of the Senat e arc
Exercises.
to
Memorial
Attend
the
Day
Representatives

that his shortness of build is really
in his favor and no handicap to him?"

Ryan was asked.
WHOLESALE EXECUTIONS IN
beex-cuse- d
"That is a question I
VICINITY OF HANKOW
from answering this early in
the game," replied Syracuse Tommy.
Officials at Wu Chang Are
"All I know of Flynn is that the fight-in- " Republican
Secretly for
Preparing
fraternity gives him credit of beFlight.
the
in
the game.
ing
toughest fighter
He has shown me enough the few days
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
we have been together to make me
have
London, May 27. Reports
feel certain that he is going to be an reached Tien Tsin that the reactioneasy man to handle. Flynn is as ary movement is gaining strength in
bright as a dollar. That is bound to the vicinity of Wu Chang, where Genof
help. Jim is well acquainted
with eral Li Yuen-Honhis own style of milling. You can- the Chinese republic, has his headnot guess how many conceited idots quarters. According to a dispatch from
there are among great fighters. They Tien Tsin, this morning, the republimake tough men for a trainer to han- can officials in Wu Chang are growing
dle. Jim loves work. That is bound apprehensive and are preparing secretto help during the long month of June. ly for flight. The districts surroundThe average boxer dislikes work in ing Hankow are seething with anarthe training camp. But not Jim. He chy. Wholesale executions are taking
likes it and thrives on it. So as he is place in this district daily.
leading the ideal athletic life, no cigarettes and no beer, he ought to be MANUEL ORTIZ AND REBECCA
SENA WERE MARRIED.
in great shape the day of the match."
Manuel Ortiz of Nanibe, northern
"What weight do you expect Flynn
Santa Fe county, and Rebecca Sena
to make for Johnson?"
Ryan was of this
city, were united in marriage
asked.
this morning at, the Cathedral by tho
"It is a little too eaTly to answer Rev. Monsignor Antonio Fomchegu.
that question.
However, Jim is a The bride is well known here being
nvjch bigger man than I thought. He 'the proprietor of the grocery store on
won't be much under a
Water street. The groom is a sue-- !
on the Fourth. Of that I am confi- cessful ranchman and orchardist. They
dent."
will make their home in Santa Fe.
Ryan has taken complete charge of
the Montezuma camp.
Incidentally,
TWO DROWNINGS
Flynn is holding forth in the most perREPORTED ON SUNDAY.
fect cam) a fighter ever had booked
While fording the Pecos on
for him. Manager Curley is sparing
no expense in getting Flyna ready,
horseback, Leandro Gonzales,
aged eight years, the son of
and there are many Las Vegas sportJose Efren Gonzale3 of Guada- folks
who
believe
ing
confidently
Guadalupe county, was
lupe,
Flynn is going to be ready, and very
drowned near Fort Sumner.
much ready, for I.il' Artha.

THE

Passes Unanimously
PROGRAM
JOINT RESOLUTION No.

MEMORIAL

X

First Infantry Band, Company F and E. New Mexico National Guard, Col.
K. C. Abbott. Commanding'.
Carlton Post, Grand Army of the Republic, Visiting Comrades. Sons of
Veterans, Confederates and all Old Soldiers.

CHICHESTER S PILLS

A
i

AV

years known

flr

r

Best, Safest, Always Keliacl

i

son of
Mrs. Rudolph Miller,
fe!l into a small irrigating lake
near Dorsey, Cclfax county and
The lake was
was drowned
dragged for several hours before the body was found. The
funeral took place at Raton.

War.

Spanish-America- n

The Women's Relief Corps. Daughters of the American Revolution, and
other Patriotic Ladies of the Floral Committee.

Floral Wagon.
Governor of New Mexico and Staff.
Roy Scouts, in command of Captain Kdward Cartwright.
Band and Students of the L". S. Indian School, under charge of Superintendent F. H. Coggesball.

Public and Private Schools and Colleges under charge of their Teachers.
Federal. Territorial and City Officials and Citizens in Carriages.
Santa Fe Fire Department, Frank Owen, Chief.
Citizens in Automobiles.

S

The

ment in favor was
that they know how
to make a suit of
clothes, and make,
every inch of it right
in the city, leave
their money here,
and therefore should
be patronized.

STAFF AND AIDF.S.

Veterans of the

three-year-ol- d

Mr. and

OF THF. DA V, MAJOR

MARSHALL

X
X
X

J.

aULD BY DRllfiulSTS EVERYWHERE

A.

Bishop

H. S. Kaune
J. P. McNulty

Horse Races,

Paddle Wheels,
Keno Games.

Menagerie,

MCLLKIi

Carlos Creamer

J.

C. C. Pierce
('. F. Abreu
T. B. Delgado
Antonio Valdez

Eugene Griffin
F. P. Sturges
Louis Lowitzski

A. Davis
Thomas Closson

Roland Wittman
Alfred Delgado
Emilio Delgado

Etc., Etc.

THE CAPITAL TAILORS
F. R. Stevenson
U. Ruber
Alfred Kaune
M. B. Thomas
Manuel B. Otero
Alfred Muller
Harry Hogle

V. Akers

R. L. Baca
Marcelino Garcia
F. C. Wilson

Booths,

FRIT.

AIDKS:

Carl

N. Salmon
aso

Luna Bergere
Jack Garrett
Tranquilino Luna
Albert Reingardt
Lorenzo

ISH'S
BEST

THE

SHOES

ARE

NEW OXFORDS I

AL-

WAYS FOUND HERE.

i

Carnival

Prayer
Ritual Address
Music "America"

John R. McFie, Post Commander
By the Band

Decoration of Monument

and Fair

Response
President Lincoln's Gettysburg Address
Address
Address in Spanish

Armory, May 29, 30,

By

31

and

K.

Oxfords
ers.
there

Governor William C. McDonald
Hon. B. M. Read

June 1,1912.

in

Button Style or Lace

Bright Black and dull finish leath-

By Jacob Weltmer, Chaplain
Comrade J. A. Miller

Benediction by Rev. B. Z. McCollough.
Taps, by the Band.

of

model shown.

F. Hobart, Officer of the Day

Scattering of Flowers on the Graves.
Assembly (Bugle Call).
Salute o the Dead by Infantry Firing Squad.
Music, "Tenting on the Old Camp Ground." by the Band.

display

outline, the
graceful STYLES, the
fine leathers and the
expert workmanship
are apparent in every
beauty

John R. McFie, Post Commander
By the Band
By Chaplain Jacob Weltmer

Preliminary Ritual Address
"Nearer My God to Thee''

fords

FOOTWEAR is not
often met with. The

CKRFMON1KS AT THE CEMKTF.RY.

Music

0

UR Women's Ox

is the pride of
Such a
our store.
showing of LOW CUT

Aides will report to the marshal at Grand Army headquarters at 2::i0
for further orders.
MAJOR FRITZ Ml'LLKR,
Marshal of the Day.

ks

t

The strongest argu

Order of Procession:

u

15

THIS IS AN ACT making-ia misdemeanor to wear
a suit of clothes that has
not been made at the
Capital Tailors.

The parade will be formed on Lincoln Avenue, right resting on Palace
Avenue.
The organization
participating are requested to be prepared to move
at 3 p. m. sharp. The procession will march on Palace Avenue to Cathedral Street, thence to San Francisco Street and by way of Roaario Avenue
to the National Cemetery. After the ceremonies are over, the procession
will return to the Plaza via Rosario Avenue and Johnston Street, where the
different organizations will disband.
Graves outside of the National Cemetery will be decorated as far as
possible during the forenoon.

MARSHALL.

44
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DAY,

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

wo-il-

'

RS

CA

Then

Beautiful New Tans.
are

Suedes,

and

Velvets

Satins in Black and White, and in
FOOTWEAR

THAT

IS CLASSY

AND DIFFERENT.

many handsome colorings.
in dainty, new models.

Pumps

OXFORDS AT

$2.
No

$2.5fl-

-

$3.00

$r

$4

00

Slipping
or

About
Our
OXFORDS.

Dancing

Free!

Everv Shoe is a fienv and Our Exneft Fittintf
Service is at Your Command.

Every Evening
Where

I

It will not pay you to watt your
Hem writing out your legal form
when you can get them already prtnt
ed at the New Mexican Printing
Company.

The New Mexican 1 rintlng Com.
pany is always prepared to turn out
your brief and transcript work qilcfc
ly. and at the right price. Give ui
a trial.

Quality

Meets,
Price

ehi 9flueger

See
0
Window
Display

M

ffHE
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SANTA

JE NEW MEXICAN

FE NEW MEXICAN1,

SNTA FE, N.

M.

The Switzerland of America.

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Daily in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
iaKes Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial News. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50
a Year.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER
Vice President and General Manager.
JOHN K. STAUFFER
Secretary-Treasure-

FIRST

Matter at

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

the Santa Fe Postofflce.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mall
25 WeeklT 8ix
Dally, per week by carrier
n.ontn8
75
, ,
Oaily, per month, by carrier
er
yar
Daily! per month, by mavl....'... .65
I
.7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Dally, per year, by mail
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

$3.50

,. lM
.
,
-

NATIONAL IBANK
OF SANTA FE

r.

Entered as Second Class

MAY 27, 1912.

MONDAY,

'Valley fi?ivih Activities- -

will reach Valley Ranch Sunday to en- - j
joy the fishing for a 'couple ot weeks, of a'TITOe "EuT&rT IT TTTi Heed'oK' "8S
The river has gone down consider-- . serving.
Valley Ranch, May 24, 1912. Dr.
50
tolton and his wife of Pennsylvania ably and the fishing is fair at present

200

'
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Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. ' Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange' andj makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal .terms as arcigivn toyi'. any moneyltransmitting
agency, public or private;: Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. - The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the backing line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all
as is consistent with sound banking.

j
Tbe new Mexicap is the oldest new spaper In New Mexico It Is sent to There is not a
'
single national issue
a
In
has
and
and
the
State',
circulation
large
growing
every postofflce
involved. The only issue before the
and
of
Reason.
the
The
Southwest
progressiTe people
among the intelligent
people of the whole country is wheth"Baseball cranks can always raise
er the Republican doctrine of tariff
the
money to get to a game."
protection to American labor shall be
"Naturally. Oughtn't a 'fan' be able
i
continued in force or there shall
OFFICERS,
to raiss the wind?"
substituted Democratic
free trade
R. J. PALEN, President.
J. B. READ. Cashier.
NEWSPAPER IS BEST MEDIUM
three years after leaving the sanitar- masquerading as "a tariff for revenue
DO BE REASONABLE.
L. A. HUGHES,
F.JHcKANE, Assistant Cashier.
only." Roosevelt does not publicly
No Other Form of Advertising Brings
It is not too late for the Republi ium.
flhnnrlnn his
nf. nrn.t
.
n arivnmifv
i'
But it is Doctor Bullock's assertion tectum and he does not claim that his
cans of both Mouses to get together
Such Certain and Profitable
Results.
that
of the human race fad of popular reversal of supreme
PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
HE willows quicken at the rivprogram. In fact, both Houses have dies of tuberculosis and dies because court decisions on constitutional quesOS
brim.
er's
A curious sidelight on the change
eppointed steering committees for that i: ought to die, that is startling and tions could be or should be extended
The eager alder breaks her tawny buds,
inpurpose.
yet proves that through the survival of in its operations to the federal su- The upland hills are wrapt in hazes in modern business methods is
bevolved in the declaration that the
no
be
differences
dim.
need
There
the fittest, the human race is growing preme court. Neither does he claim
sweet, impulsive life has stirred the Equitable will in all probability
not
tween the two Houses on that proposi- stronger and better. It is a theory that the initiative, the referendum and Andwoods.
Dora Goodale.
rebuild its magnificent structure re-- I
tion. Both would profit thereby, each that might be
recall
extendor
should
could
be
be
the
applied to those who
member would benefit, and the entire fall victims to
cently destroyed in New York. The
GOOD THINGS.
strong drink, to immor- ed to acts of Congress or to federal
reason given is that the day has
commonwealth would be pleased.
ality, for they too perish from the officials. These questions cannot find
w
-- V .
j,
passed when insurance companies
The fragmentary legislation pushed earth because of some
A
Is
the
most
election
of
settlement
breakfast
dish
any
by
appetising
moral, mental
,
find it profitable to spend huge 6ums
outside or
through both Houses thus
in
more
a
and
toast
have
no
President
with
white
6auce
place
generously In erecting a
physical weakness that it is betbuilding for advertis
of the bond bill, does not amount to
ter should not be perpetuated in the a national platform than has a bull in seasoned with cheese and poured over ing purposes and that experience has
chucks. All the bills thus far intro- human race
It.
a china shop.
man
lest
eventualperish
duced are not" in accordance with :i
Vermicelli added to a white sauce shown that newspapers are a much
The question at the front in Chicago
consistent program and would have to ly from the face of the earth. As early will be the personal one of choice be- or a tomato sauce Is another good more profitable advertising medium,
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
says the Lansing (Mich.) Journal.
be sifted too minutels in order to as Sodom and Gomorrha, an illustra- tween President Taft and Colonel dish for luncheon, on toast.
tion
is
that
One
Providence
or
does
not
be
to
the
have
given
patriarchal
make them fit in such a program. Tho
If there Is a daughter or son away
Roosevelt. The difficulty of "getting
two steering committees acting as a eternal laws, or whatever one might tc gether" is enhanced by the fact that at college, a chicken or small turkey, in the matter of years to recall tbe
-unit should present such measures as dtem it, will destroy entire communi- Colonel Roosevelt and his, newspaper or duck, roasted in a paper bag, and time when It was the insurance comwould carry out the Republican plat- ties, not because an individual or a organs continue to misrepresent and sent packed in a new one, to be used panies that built the biggest buildform pledges, would give the people group of individuals ws offended, but malign and insult, all those who favor in warming It up if desired, will cause ings m a great many cities. Aside
MOU LTON COMPANY
the legislation that is needed at this because it is for the common good. the renomination of President Taft and a son or daughter to "rise up and call from the fact that such structures
were lucrative investments they were
time. Such legislation can be includ- Thus plague and pestilence, disease to openly proclaim their purpose not his mother blessed."
Another dainty for that box cf excellent advertisements, constituting
ed, in perhaps, a score of bills. There and epidemics, have winnowed human- to support him if nominated, but to
:
GENERAL AGENTS,
;
:
SANTA FE, N. M.
is sufficient legal talent and common ity again and again, striking as! if it run Roosevelt anyhow as an independ- goodies is a nice cake. One that will a visible evidence of prosperity that
attenthose
had
wbo
their
Impressed
such
were
to
draft
with blind fury, the young and ent candidate.
sense in both Houses
keep moist for several days, is the
tion called to the fact. Every tlm
acts carefully and so as to make them the old, male and female, the innocent
What in return do they expect from most satisfactory.
the building was mentioned In any
The
cake
of
the
three
effective should they become laws. It and the guilty, in order that the com- the
layer
s
layers,
in case Roosevelt
connection in the newspapers the intoone
middle
of
and
fruit
is all so simple and so
be
spices,
put
ing generations might
better, should be nominated?
Is
ambitions
with
selfish
orange filling
especial- surance companies derived publicity
that only
personal
gether
purer, stronger, greater.
and it will surely not last that was valuable, and in many ways
can prevent such a course, and such
This is not a disheartening theory. ARTESIAN WELL BILL IN HOUSE. ly inviting,
the name of the company owning the
long enough to dry.
jiersonal, selfish ambition should be It teaches that in the end only that
of building was kept prominently in tbe
Home
and
some
made
AND
candy
pilloried and punished.
(Continued from page one.)
which is good survives, for goodness
mother's good cookies, with a package public eye.
Tt is not a question of what House
is
what
it
In
was
otherwise
But
explains
that
the days when the
of thinly-slicedried beef, should not
6hall dominate, whose political for- is strength;
deemed bjtter injustice. It may be a convict farm and to report to the be
lines of the insurance "magnates"
in packing the box.
forgotten
tunes are to be augmented or diminapplied, to present day civic and po- January legislative session.
A jar or two of jam will delight the were cast in pleasanter places than
ished, but shall the Republican party litical problems.
Now Under the Same Managemen .
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
The committee on highways report- heart of a boy, and his friends will ap- today the halcyon days of huge salTemperance is makVeep its pledges and will the legislaaries, colossal profits and a delightful
ing such great headway, not to much ed favorably the four good roads meas preciate it as much as he.
ture do its duty.
to the authorities. The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
Dabe cookies are another choice ad- irresponsibility
If the Republicans of the Senate: because of Prohibition legislation but ures:
Those days have passed, and today
$.100,-00No.
Bi'l
because
issue
Senate
to
addicted
those
to
cookies
dition.
and
oatmeal
161,
Bake
put
is
first
strong
ti
duty
have an idea that their
en suit with private bath. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
state bonds for good roads; Sen- them together with stewed dates that there is a policeman standing beside
curtail the prerogatives of the execu- drink not only destroy themselves
his
see
to
that
every
policyholder
isBill
lemon
have
with
been
seasoned
No.
ate
bond
juice.
162, for county
Rooms.
tive, or to get even with some mem- but also their progeny, and thus eradiTHOS. DORAN, Proprietor
One has the Individual taste to help money goes into proper channels. It Large Sample
bers of the House, then they are trait- cate the desire for strong drink, while sue; Senate Bill No. 163, for public
all
to
for
Insurance
make
safer
goes
Is
decide
send
to
in
the
best
what
commonand
who
and
those
Senate
and
abstain
their
to
and
highways
the
progeny,
bridges;
ors to their party
the man who pays the premiums,
wealth and those responsible should be survive, in accordance with the old Bill No. 164, for ft state tax on autos. box.
but the "magnates" have
probably,
cake
a
The
is
that
many
following
promise that the good done by the Adjourned to Tuesday, 3 p. m.
consigned to political oblivion.
would find too expensive, but for such considerably harder sledding than forHouse.
If it is the idea of the House tnat ns parents shall be followed by a blessOn the whole, it doubtless is
There be- an occasion it will add to the pleas- merly.
Speaker Baca presided.
first duty is to build up a Roosevelt ing to the thousandth generation. It
better that the insurance business
is deep enough:
if
the
ure,
pocketbook
for
foundation
a
bills
number
of
the
lav
or
to
Red
with
is
thus
the
large
engrossed
machine,
Light problem. ing
You have some one dependent on you, haven't you ? Protect
Macmillan Cake. Take two cups of should be placed upon the same sate
Baca ordered
Those who are immoral, not only end to be read, Speaker
the defeat of Senator Fall for
and sane basis as any atber business
them by insuring and making them your
blackof
one
clip
sugar,
powdered
ALSO PROTECT YOURSELF! Insure apainst tbe lime that beneficisry.
old rge is apt to over
tion, then it is committing treason, and their own life prematurely.but thoy their reading while the House was at berry jam, one cup of sweet milk,
of a
sort
s
that
and,
upon
being
placed
take you. A
Policy will make you independent at lhe time, that oththe members responsible should bo seldom have children or children's the same time transacting other busitbe "magnates" must realize
basis,
erwise, you woulojbe dependent. Let us explain this policy to you.
a
of
five
of
softened
cup
butter,
piven no quarter whenever they stand children, who reach maturity and in ness.
that Its interests will be best fur.
two
&
santa fe, n. m.
general agents
The special order of the day, the eggs or the yolks of twelve,
for public office again.
t few generations the evil strain has
ot baking powder, spices to tbered by conforming to the laws of
but
the
Hinkle
artesian
adoption died out. Thus eventually there will
bill, was taken
Any other course
Those
laws
business.
preIn
ordinary
taste; mix all together and bake
unselfof a reasonable,
evil up in committee of the whole at the layers. Put together with raisins and scribe newspaper advertising for' the
be a perfect race. Otherwise
same time with the Rogers artesian
ish legislative program on the part of would
business man wbo would enjoy tbe
nuts and boiling frosting.
triumph and be in perpetual well bill. Labadie
presided over the
the Republicans in both Houses can I ower.
greatest success.
committee of the whole. The Hinkle
mean nothing but Democratic triumph
The tendency to restrict and reguThis does not mean that Intemper- bill was then read section by section, j
and what any Republican, no matter
late the expenditure of the funds of
should
be
not
Dame
ance,
immorality, crime,
rne tonowmg new mils were introhnw much he may flirt with
Insurance
is operating
companies
Democracy at this time, could hope fought persistently and consistently, duced:
through laws prohibiting the investHouse Bill No. 251, by M. C. de Baca,
to gain from a Democratic triumph, it but it is to strengthen such fight with
ment of those funds in buildings not Short Orders run, Day &
Night. Regular Meals 25c
be- the prophesy that it is sure to win, if an act
is impossible for any politician
providing for the appointment
occupied entirely by the companies,
means
to
not
inhuman
of
then
to
an
educational commission
figure
through
Furnished rooms in connection.' Hot & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
and this fact will contribute materialyond the kindergarten age,
out.
through the ways of Providence or vestigate the education conditions and
ly to the confinement of Insurance adG. LUE I1EM1ERA, Prep.
It is the Democratic game to keep immutable natural laws which no man needs of New Mexico. The commisx V x
vertising to the channels that are 222 San Francisco Street Y
the Republicans apart; it Is Republi- can defy without punishing himself sion is to consist of Frank H. H. Robfmost legitimate because most profit
erts of Las Vegas; Bonifacio Montoya
can salvation to get together. Loyal, and his children.
able the prime purpose of all these
of Bernalillo; Secretary of State Llaws being to compel the highest pospatriotic Republicans will sacrifice any
sible protection of policyholders by
personal ambition, will forget every REPUBLICAN VICTORY IS CER- uce, Attorney General Clancy and
TAIN.
Superintendent of Public Instruction
securing the largest possible returns
personal grudge, if these sei-v- to keep
the party from harmony.
tion the money they spend in
It has never happened in the history White. The bill carries $250 for stenF pansies, with their dark, impremiums. Formerly the transaction
It is fair to ask every Repuuiican: of this country that parties have rent ographic work.
passioned faces,
House Bill No. 252, by Downs, an
was merely one of paying a certain
the
are
playing,
you
feuds
Had
been
of
in
because
but
twain
game
themselves
the
of
human
given
power
'Vb";c
sum in premiums and getting a promspeech,
Democratic or the Republican?"
between individuals. When such feuds' act regulating and changing the time
Is the lesson' that, from lowly ised sum in return. Today the law Is
The place to fight out Republican become so acrimonious as to threaten and manner of electing justices of the Whatplaces.
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
has
These officials
differences is in the primaries and co- the wreck of an organization the wUe peace and constables.
Each tender, fragrant voice to us would recognizing that tbe policyholder disan equity in the wisest possible
SAME THING FREQUENTLY , IN THE COURSE OF
teach?
nventionsnot in the legislature!
heads who regard party success as of are to be elected when county officials
bursement of these funds, and the
The first duty of the legislature is more importance than the triumph or are elected and to take office on Feb- Perchance In tones like
YOUR BUSINESS, REJMEMBER
A RUBBER STAMP
tinkling dewdrops wisest method of advertising is one of
to legislate, and to legislate for the defeat of individuals have usually been ruary 1, under this bill.
sighing
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
forms
of
such
disbursement.
No.
tbe
House
an
Bill
BUSY
253,
The
legHilton,
by
the
of
people.
What their lives tell, their velvet lips
best interests
able to agree upon a compromise.
PEOPLE ARE USINO RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
would say:
islative majority can afford to do noth- Such was the case when the contest act appropriating $10,000 for the conof a wagon bridge on Camino "Forget life's trials that are round thee
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
ing else, no matter what the temporary between Seward, Chase and Cameron struction
lying,
Real in Socorro county. The bridge is
seem.
or
may
"When business is good adSuch
disadvantage
choice
Lincoln.
resulted
of
in
And be the brightest In the darkest
the
advantage
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS;
vertise to let the world know
There are certain principles, certain was the case when Hayes was nomina- to be near La Joya.
day."
Bill
House
No.
254,
by
Nichols,
by
to
the
agreed
offer.
have
When'
Republicans
what you
ted in 1S76 in order to defeat Blaine,
pledges, that
PAPER BAG DISHES.
business Is dull advertise to let',
to maintain and fulfill and which they and again when Garfield was nominat- request, an act providing forhe admission
of
railroad
foreign
corporamust maintain and fulfill, no matter ed in 1880 as a consequence of the
people know you are still sell-- ,
tions.
These recipes are by Nicolas Soyer,
One-lin- e
whose personal ambition stands in struggle between Grant, Blaine and
ing goods." Printers' Ink. ;'
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Stamp, not over 2
,. 15c
House Bill No. 255, by Hilton, an the chef of the Brook's ':lub, Lon
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Itc
the
in
and
state
in
appropriating
the
The only instance of a feud resulting
publicans
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2
over
and
not
over
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tion need a leader who does not figure in the wreck of a party at the polls provement of the Rio Grande at San
inches
Stamp,
20c
Ions
The Neglected Emotions.
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truss a rabbit In the ordinary way.
whether "I will win or lose," but what was in I860, when the national Demo- Antonio.
Each additionel line on stamp
15c
Much advertising fails to get at the
House Bill No. 256 by Carter, an act Sprinkle well with flonr and rub with
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price.
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up
It was with some difficulty that the
Never dreamed though right were ity of sjavery as expounded judicially
small pieces; salt and pepper It to to act.
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worsted, wrong would triumph.
by Taney and represented politically Rogers and Hinkle bill were considerWe are late in reaching the pew,
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deserts that there Is only one hope for Douglas would have defeated Lincoln. Hinkle bill. Rogers vigorously
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prove, generally die within two or and Colonel Roosevelt is personal.
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Sunny Side Da ity,
UNITED STATES BANK

PERSONAL

CAPITAL S50,0()0 00
Does a General Banking

And work begin.
I'll have to have a subsoil made
Of battered tin.

Business

-.

X

..

6. IAUGHUN, PrefffdtAt
.

k

s tablished

'

-

H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier '

W. E. GRIFFIN

I856.

Incorporated

Some ashes on the beds I'll dump
From, time to time,
With now and then a handy lump
Of builder's lime.
1903

7

I

SELfGMAN BROTHERS CO.

And soon I'll have a garden fine
In my back yard.
And sit beneath a spreading vino,
A happy bard.
Louisville Com
Charles Putek. of the forest service,

departed this morning for Taos.
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IN THE NEW COLORS AND PATTERNS
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vll Dun.
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That Will Cost
You Only

A Rug That Will Outwear Any

:

$15.00

$25.00 Rug

You Can Get,

BECAUSE IT IS REVERSIBLE

We also have some Fine New Patterns of
AXMINSTERS and VELVETS.

SELIGIN

BROS. COMPANY,

P..O. Box, 219.

:

j

Phone 36.

:

Glorieta Battle Field

I

I CAD

C

160 ACRE PATENTED RANCH
in center of Old Glorieta Battle

E

A 1

I lUR OALC
$

Field. About 30 acres under
cultivation Young orchard of best varieties.
House, Stable,
Growing timber on property.
sold at once.
be
Must
Cattle Houses, Chickens.
Low price to cash purchaser.

1

O.C.WATSON & CO.

$

INSURANCE, SURETY
,

Oscar Blueher of Albuquerque, was
in the city Saturday in his motor car.
Frank llriego, a ranchman of the
Pecos, is in Santa Fe buying supplies.
S. A. Walters of the forest service,
was in the city Saturday and Sunday.
Juan Herrera, a ranchman of Rio Arriba, is in the city transacting business.
Representative George H. Tucker,
over
was a visitor in Albuquerque
Sunday.
H. A. Coomer, auditor of the New
Mexico Central, spent yesterday at
Albuquerque.
George La Rivas, a ranchman of
Cuba, Sandoval county, is in the city
on business.
Billy Goebel has gone to the Pecos
to round up horses and trout for the
balance of his vacation.
S. B. Davis, Jr., United States attorney, arrived in the city last evening
and is a guest at the Palace.
O. G. Miller, of Santa Fe, is a business visitor in Albuquerque for a day
or so. Albuquerque Journal.
W. A. Williams, the Tesuque ranchman, arrived in the city Saturday and
registered at the Montezuma.
Henry Rivera, a ranchman of Glorieta, is in the city on business pertaining to the public schools of his home.
B. F. Adams, the attorney, arrived
in Santa Fe from his home in Albuquerque last evening and is at the
j, Palace.
Dr. J. Si. Cunningham, the banker
of Las Vegas, arrived in the capital
yesterday afternoon and is stopping at
the Palace.
Assistant United States Attorney
Herbert W. Clark left this afternoon
for San Juan county on business. Las
Vegas Optic.
D. K. B. Sellers, the mayor of Albuquerque, and Mrs. Sellers, arrived in
the city Saturday and are guests at
the Montezuma.
W. D. Murray, of Silver City, passed
fh rough here last night on his way
home after a trip to Santa Fe Albuquerque Journal.
Rev. J. I. Seder returned last night
from Santa Fe, where he has been a'
work in the interests of prohibition.
Albuquerque Journal.
C. T. Brown, prominent mining man
and regent of the New Mexico School
of 'Mines at Socorro, is a visitor in the
city and a guest at the Palace.
F. H. Hayner, superintendent of

hose Different Rugs
wo Rugs in One
f
he Rugs it will pay you to buy f
GENUINE SCOTCH RUGS

Phone, Red 189.

BONDS,

REAL

ESTATE.

MILL! NEBY BARGAINS

MULLIGAN & RISING,

FOR THE

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

TWO WEEKS

Day or Night Phone,

License Numbers,

I

NEXT

JO Red.

Next Door to Postoffice

MISS

A.

MOGLGR.

Southeast of Plaza.

When Your Glasses Break
i

i

H. S. KAUNE

& CO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.
'

f

EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.

..

USE

.

Boss Patent Flour

Lenses ground either to match broker ones
or to Occulists' Prescription.

AND YOUR BREAD TROUBLES
ARE OVER.

.

Flour quality varies according to wheat quality.
Poor wheat mean? poor
Hour, poor iiour means
poor bread. The gluten
in hard wheat is the element that makes the
bread raise. Hard wheat
is rich in gluten that's
why it's hard. The more
gluten the wheat contains the less flour you
have to us- e- that's why
the use of BOSS PATENT
FLOUR means real economy, better results and
better treatment of y our
digestive organs. :: ::

BY FIRST MAIL.

WORK RETURNED

CUSTOM MADE SHOES
Just Received, a New Line of

":

GRIFFITH'S
Low & High Top Shoes
You Are
'
Cordially Invited to '' .t
Call and
'

;

Fresh Oysters, Fish, Poultry,
Grapes, Oranges,

Inspect Them.

B. TONN1ES,

204 W. Palace Ave!

Grape Fruit, Apples.
FRESH

I FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE vi
For Hire
I

at Popular

CORRICK'S HACK LINEjr

iet

JPrices-Bugg-

::;

t

SPECIAL

MILLINERY

SALE

IT

0

100 WAISTS

this month

MRS. W. LINDIIARDT,

WASH DRESSES

JULIUS

H

QERDES.

THE GREAT

X

MUSLIN

j

IE

UNDERWEAR

'

'

ADOLF

SE

one-tent-

The New Golden Oak

-

FURNITURE

-

Window Curtains, Screens and Portieres.

THE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE

mo-ha-

Tecoin-nesda-

J

u

z

INSURANCE

z

Insuring Today Avoids Re
gretting Tornorrow."

i

after-spendin- g

j

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

Spanish-America-

n

Narcissus, Daffodils

Tulips

per

PI ANTS

JAMES

McCONVERY,

I
I Chafing Dishes,

Percolators,

J

Tea Kettles.
Steak Planks,
Round and Oval Trays,
Santa

e

SEND THEM TO

TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,
.

Great Bargains

noon and is a guest at the Palace.
R. Hicks, Mrs. Hicks, Mrs. D. Sny
IN
!
der ana J. J). liriimmcnd arrived in
the city in a motor car Saturday from
Albuquerque and departed for the
Duke City last evening.
Sheriff M. C. Stewart, County Treas-ttieof
W. ,H. Merchant and Deputy Ason sale at almost half price, slightly soiled and mussed, but
D.
sessor J.
Walker of Carlsbad, Fddv
county, are spending a few days in
good styles and all sizes. Also big values in
the capital. They were in Albuquerque yesterday.
125 Palace Ave.
John Collier of the New Mexico
ALL THIS WEEK.
mounted police, left today for Belen,
after spending a week in Albuquerque. He will return tonight from' Be- ectors' or stockholders' meetings or
len to his home in Estancia.
Albu anywhere else in the records of the
qunrque Journal.
Standard Oil Company of New Jersey
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes, ar- anything io show that any action what
rived yesterday from f.a Jolla. Califor- ever was taken to
carry out. the dissonia, where he accompanied his infant lution decree of the federal
child who'' has been very ill. He re-- j court," asked Mr. rntermever. suprerie
ports the baby very much improved.,
"Nowhere that
know of," said Mr.
Mrs. Brookes is with the child.
White.
Lock-Messrs. Clark, Ellis, Lyon,
'
hart, Shirley. Mclntyre, Barr, Kirkland
and Sandoval were in the city long', ARTESIAN WELL
BILL IN HOUSE.
enough to take yesterday's game away!
from the Santa Fe boys, leaving for
IS STILL ON AND THE STOCK HAS BEEN
(Continued From Page Four.)
their homes in Las Vegas last even-- i
.
REPLENISHED
ing.
Dr. Palmer of Cerrillos is. in Santi J"'it.v of the delegates at the artesian
and here you get the best there is to be had anywhere. The
Fe seeking to interest the legislature well convention at Rosvvell, demanded
display will tell you the story.
and county commissioners in a propo- a change in boards and
supervisors.
the
road
to
sition
from Santa Fe,
place
Blanchard asked: 'How many well
to Cerrillos, Golden, San Pedro and A- owners
were at this convention?"
It
LIGMAN
lbuquerque in condition for automobile was declared that
?
only 150 well owntravel.
ers were at the convention.
Evans
Judge W. H. Pope gave the address said thai the
Rogers bill represents
at the Agricultural
College Com- only
of the well owners:
mencement to a large crowd. The adthat there are 11 on wells in Chaves and
dress wa scholarly and inspiring and Ti!(Mv enmities inn in the
l.ilt,. n,1(l
was much appreciated and enjoye- d.- less
welj
than a
pM
Rio Grande Republican.
ownprg wm ;lt (he convention
Ho
E. H. Sweet and W. H. Liles went quoted President Haymaker, who preout to Mr. Bursum's ranch Wednesday sided over the artesian well conveu- afternooh.
They expected to bring turn, against the Rogers and in favor
Mr. Bursum back with them lv.it he of the Hlnkle bill. Rogers retorted
concluded to remain until today. Mr. that Haymaker was one of those who
Liles says that Mr. Iiursum is having desired to legislate himself into office
an exceedingly successful year with permanently.
Toombs spoke at length
and forcibly in favor of the Hinkle bill.
bis sheep. Socorro Chieftain.
ABSOLUTELY THE LATEST AND IT IS A BEAUTY.
Yesterday morning Judge K. C. Ab- - Llewellyn took the same stand and opbott, E. R. Wright, E. P. Davies, E. L. l'sed legislating artesian well officials
Safford, Mrs. McNitt and Miss Har- - cut of office.
mon, court officials and attaches of
Tully moved to rise and recommit
district court, left for Aztec, where the bill to a committee consisting of
court convenes today. The party ar- - Rogers, Gage and Mullens. The last
rived in Durango Sunday evening from named asked his name stricken from
Santa Fe Durango Democrat.
the committee.
Llewellyn moved that
CO.
Mr.
and Mrs. Charles
Closson, Evans be added to the committee.
imnie-lefMiss
t
and
Evans
and
son, Thomas,
May,
daughter
Gage insisted upon
last night for Santa Fe after a diate action by the committee of the
Mr.
visit in Albuquerque.
Closson whole, labadie declined Tullv's
two horses entered in the race turn out of order. Tully tnienfieu hii
meet here. Thomas arrived here Wed- - motion and the committJe rose,
night from Roswell. where he mending that the Speaker recommit
FIRE
INSURANCE
FIRE
.
attended the New Mexico Military In-- ' the bill to a
to be
- UJ
ed by the Speaker.
Albuquerque Journal.
Fritz Hammersten of Osnabrueck,
Legislative Pointers.
Germany, who is making a tour of the
;
United States, studying
Everyone of the twenty-fou- r
American
&
for his government,
is tors were in their seats this
D
noon.
a few days in the capital,
Peyton Gordon of the department
Senatorial humor look the shape of
of
at 'Washington, D. C, is limericks tins afternoon and the folspending a few days in the capital.
lowing two were rwssed around:
X
Professor Martin, principal of the The ::old member" says that he's goNorNew Mexico
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
ing to Quit the game.
mal school at El Rito, is a visitor in And all the people say that they agreu
the city and a guest at the Sanitariin the same;
LIABILITY
HEALTH
ACCIDENT
um. The school closed last Friday.
Kor the "Gov" won't approve
won't
And
the stenographers
ROCKEFELLER TO
"stenog,"
BE WITNESS. And John
C'ark says everybody's
tryin' to act the hog.
(Continued from Page One.)
AND
(Dedicated to myself Walton.)
Old Jim Hinkle says that he's going to
of John D. Archbold, president
quit the job,
75c
doz.
Many Fine Varieties 50c
of the Standard Ovl Company. Mr.
That all the legislators act as if they
White and Vaylor was employed, in
were a mob;
Pansy Shasta Daisy, Hollyhocks, Chrysan- the standard's legal department.
They yell for more "mon"
and other hardy perennials.
themums,
Interests Were Hostile.
,
Won't take a refusal as "fun"
It was the first time in the history And are
C.
perfectly willing the "dear
of the Standard Oil Mr. White said.
Deenul" to rob.
415 Palace Avenue
204.
Black
Phone.
::::
that any official, so far as he knew,
he said, that the Pierce and Standard
Oil interests were very hostile and COURTS ARE AMENABLE TO
CORPORATION CONTROL.
that the proxies he procured would he
used in Me election last February.
Lensed Wire to New Mexican)
Mr. White was in charge, he said, of (By Special
May 27. The United
Wash.,
Seattle,
the quest for proxies.
General Assembly today
Presbyterian
Rockefeller Will Te Witness.
took up the report of the committee on
John D. Rockefeller, who i under industrial
The report isconditions.
in
to
as
a
witness
subpoena
appear
sued deals with the unemployed, povit
inI
the hearing in the suit which was
erty, fabulous wealth in the shadow
stituted in St. Louis by the Standard of a few, child labor, the social evil,
Oil Company of New York against the and other
Fe.
The Finest Line in
phases of the labor problem
Waters-PiercOil Company, appeared to show the magnitude of that which
by counsel today before A. S. Jacob, threatens civilization.
SanYrancisco
Mr. Rockefeller's
the commissioner.
Of the court tne report says: "They
Reliable Jeweler
Street
lawyer, promised to produce the oil seem to be too much concerned about
magnate whenever the commissioner legal forms and technicalities
and
desires his testimony. Mr. Untermey-e- r rot enough about the weightier matsaid Sir. Rockefeller
probably ters of justice and mercy. There is a
would be examined tomorrow.
John grave suspicion
voiced
everywhere
D. Archbold did not appear.
that corporations exert an unwholeTook Advantage of Company.
some influence over a considerable
New York, May 27. Charges that number of our courts, and that they
Wgelow and Lewisohn of New York have displayed a pernicious activity
reaped enormous secret profits br in the election and appointment of
PHONE 85 MAIN.
selling property to the company when judges who would be in a large measto
control.
ure
amenable
their
held
the
in
stock
certificates
they
the company.
AND RETAIL
A suit against Lewisohn's
estate
LUMP
SWASTIKA
FACTORY WOOD
resulted in defeat for the company,
WOOD
SAWED
LUMP
that decision being affirmed by the
4 Horse Power
United States supreme court on the
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
ground that there could be no fraud
PRICE, $165.00
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
or the company as the then existing
With
Magneto.
Imported
Montezuma
Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot- stockholders knew all about I.Ye tran- A Motorcycle without a doubt with trouhlr
left at the factory
saction at the time it took place.
Massachusetts courts held that a corporation could rescind purchase and
make the promoter account for profits when Uigelow was sued in that
state. Justice Larton for the court
said the Massachusetts view was correct.
JSEW MXI0AM PHINTIMG CO.
The suit is brought to compel the
Local Agents for
ft
LIGHT, SILENT AS1 RKLIABLK.
tellers at the Tecent election of offFe.
PASH
BROS..
icers of the Waters-PiercSanta
to
Agts.,
Company
count the votes deposited
by the
Standard Oil Company faction.
Bookcase
Refused to Count Standard's Vote.
The Waters-Pierc- e
faction refused)
ccmbissed.
Dask
and
to count the votes on the ground that
if Standard Oil interests control their
A Desk Ucit vKh fev to
for
m
company they will forfeit their charEggs
many Book Uaits as desittd,
,:
ter in Missouri.
Tbe only perfect combination
Ffeii'w 'fciSSzSiSt-V- '
II
desk and bookcase ever made. I CS&jfSika mwKp
Mr. White testified that the direc-- j
II
M
II
Roomy, convenient, atiractors of the Standard Oil Company pre
H
II
tlve. We want to snow you
y
, mlL
vlous to the dissolution-medaily, but
its advantages and possi- Ml
that no minutes were kept. Mr. White
write
bilitiet, Gil,
of phone
said that the Standard Oil Company!
WtiEELON,
directors' held 'dally meetings which

and

119 San Francisco St.

,

the public schools of l):ma Ana county
arrived in the capital yesterday after-

Ff op

G. W. Jacobs,

the balance

I'll mash a lot of rusty paus
Into a mass,
Tou'dress the same with empty cans
And broken glass.

Your Patronage Solicited
,.;,-

HTION

A BACK YARD GARDEN.
Once more I take my trusty spade

.

....
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No. 434 San Francisco Street.
Phone, 209-W- .

TRUST CO.
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M.

and Saddle Horsea-

THEODORE

CORRICK,

-

Prop'r

& j

i

U

VEGETABLES

DAILY.

S. KAUNE & GO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

,

C. YONTZ,

CAPITAL COAL YARD
WHOLESALE

Pope Motor Cycle

Wood

CERILLOS

SIZES.

li

e

SX. Buff Orpingtons
Hatching.

t

were-secfet- .

st

$1.50.

3 Eggs

CHAM.

"Is there on the minutes of the dlr - PllOne Red 204.

315

Palace Ave

j
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HOT
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Women in middle age often complain of hot flashes. They are at that stage
which onl y Dr.
if life when their delicate organism needs a tonic and helping-hanPierce's Favorite Prescription con give them. Many women suffer needlessly trom
jirlhood to womanhood and from motherhood to old age with backache, dizzi"
ness or headache. A woman olten becomes sleepless, nervous, "
irritable and feels tired irom morcing to night. When pains and aches rack the
womanly system a frequent intervals, ast your neighbor about
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Doctor Pierce's Favorite Prescription.

oi 321 S. Bcntalun Street, Baltimore, Md., Bays: "I
Mrs. J.
wrote you about nine months aj;o, telling- you of my condition. I have a
fine baby girl she weighed nine pound 3 when born. She ia my third child
and the strongest of them all. H suffering was only for two hours. 1
took several bottles of "Favorite Prescription and one of Dr. Pierce's
Smart-WeeI never had a weil d;iy before I took your medicines. I was
surprised how well I felt could catwas always hungry, and never had a
sick stomach. The nurse who was with me said the medicine was wonderful because I got along bo nicely after having had so much trouble before.
She intends to recommend it to all her suffering patients. Everybody is
astonished at me because I only weighed 102 pounds before and now I
weigh 135. I have had several ladies come to me and aak about Dr. Pierce's
medicine.
I am willing to recommend it to all who suffer and want help.
Mrs. Imuof & Child.
I will be glad to give t to them,"
It any want

TJDJ
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SHORTEST LINE TO

Hotel Arrivals.
Palace.

MEXICAN

BUILDING OR

UNION

DEPOT

New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

Wst Point

of th Southwest"
by United States War Department at "Distinguished Initiation." Army offlceri detailed by Wat

'The

Ranked

Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located In the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 37uil
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day. but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
11
graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
Is all respects.
REGENTS
E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON. Vice Fret.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
;
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.

For particulars and Illustrated
address:
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

,

Superintendent

SUMMER

TOURIST
RATES
SANTA FE, N. M.,
TO

St. Louis,
$44.35

St. Paul,
$50.25

Buffalo,

New York,

Denver,

$76.35

$21.10

Colo. Springs,

Pueblo,

Chicago,

$50.35

k

$18.15

$69.35
$16.85

Reduced Rates to Many Other Eastern Points.
of
Sale Commencing June 1st and on Sale Daily until
Dates
September 30th, 1912. Return limit, October 31. Except
to points east of Chicago and St. Louis, the limit
is 30 days from date of sale.
For further particulars, time tables and literature call on or address
any Santa Fe Agent.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

SANTA FE, N. M.

You cannot get up to date printing
unless you have
material
and facilities. The New Mexican
Printing Company has both, and at
the same time expert mechanics.
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New Your orders are always assured per
sonal attention.
Mexican, the paper that boosts all of
the time and works for the upbuildSubscribe
for the Santa Fe New
ing of our new State.
Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts all
New Mexican want ads. always of the time and works for the
upbring results.
building cf our new State.
You will never go wrong in letting
your Job printing come to the New
Mexican Jrrinting Company. Its facilities are unequaled in the State.

Denver.

(By Daniel C. Ortiz.)
The Las Vegas champion baseball
team yesterday afternoon defeated the
local team by the score of 7 to 2. Lopez the speedy twirler of the Santa Fe
team started to pitch for the locals,
but was given very poor support by
the local players, and retired after the
fourth inning in favor of Beam who
was given better support and allowed
only 1 hit and 1 ruii the rest of the
game. "Polly" Barr who pitched for
the visitors was in the best of form
and very effective with men on bases
aiid was given perfect support by his
team mates. The features of the game
were the pitching of Barr and Beam,
the batting of Lockhart and Mclntyre for Vegas, the fielding of Canavan of Santa Fe, of Mclntyre of Las
Vegas who accepted 16 chances at the
initial bag without an error, and a
home run by Joe Berardinelli in the
sixth inning which was the first run
scored for Santa Fe.
The visitors
scored three runs in the first, one in
the third which was a home run by
Lyons, which was most of a freak
play. Lyons hit a swift liner which
w ent by a little to the right of the second baseman and when it goes to the
outfield it struck a rock and took a
bound over the fence. The hit would
have been good only for one or two
bases but as it went over the fence
and the batter made the round trip
he had to be credited with a home
tun, the visitors scored two more in
the fourth, and they aunexed one more
in the eighth when Mclntyre put the
ball over the fence for a home run.
The locals scored their first run in
the sixth when J. Berardinelli connected with one of Barr's offerings and
sent the pill over the right field fence
for a round circuit of the bases, the
other1 rim was made in the seventh
when Koch singled, Digneo singled and
Koch went to third, and Canavan sacrificed sending Koch home. There
was a fair crowd present at the game
although not as large as it 6hould
have been. The "glooms" or better
Tonight's Program at the Elks': known as knockers were in full sway
A Crucial Test; Church and Country, at the game rooting for the visitors
and Cupid's Leap Year Pranks. Don't and "knocking"
against the home
team. Even before the game started
miss this change.
they were trying to throw "lemons" at
the home boys, but they were handed
NO REASON FOR IT.
a few lemons themselves when ManaWhen Santa Fe Citizens Show the ger Digneo told them that they wer
not wanted at the ball games if they
Way.
were not boosting for their town and
There can be no Just reason why home team. These "glooms" when
z
any reader of this will continue to they learned before the game that
was to pitch, commenced to "kick"
suffer the tortures of an aching back,
the annoyance of urinary disorders, although they don't know a good pitch-e- r
when they see one. Lopez is still
the dangers of serious kidney ills
when relief is so near at hand and !a good pitcher but this season he has
to practice,
eh most positive proof given that jnot had the opportunity
these ills can be cured. Read what and is usually given poor support.
The local fans were very much dis-- i
a Santa Fe citizen says:
j
Toriblo Rodriguez, 110 Johnson St., appointed when they learned that Jim
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "Two and jFlynn couldn't come down with the
a half years ago I gave a statement ball team, as he has started hard
for publication regarding my experi-jenc- e j training and will not be permitted to
with Doan's Kidney Pills. Today (get out of Las Vegas until after the
The Las Vegas baseball play
I am stronger in my praise of this fight.
I suffered greatly ers deserve credit for the way they
remedy than ever.
from disordered kidneys, the pains behaved themselves on and off the
in my back being so acute that I had grounds. They all act like gentlemen
to stop work and sit down.
The and it is a pleasure to see them play,
trouble steadily grew worse and I and get acquainted with them. The
rarely knew what it was to be free Santa Fe team will play in Las Vegas
from an ache or pain.
Soon aftet two games, May 29 and 30, when they
I began using Doan's Kidney P1113, expect to get sweet revenge.
Score.
my pains and aches disappeared and
my back became strong."
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
Las Vegas
For sale by all dealers. Price 5b Clark, If
4 1 0 2
cents
4 0 1 1
Co., Buffalo, Ellis, rf
New York, sole agents for the United Lyons, cf
4 1 1 1
States.
4 1 2 0
Lockhart, ss
Remember the name Doan's and .Owen, 3b
4 1 1 0
take no other.
3 1 1 6
'Buckles, c
Mrs. R. Hicks, Albuquerque.
R. Hicks, Albuquerque.
Mrs. D. Snyder, Albuquerque.
J. D. Drummond, Albuquerque.
S. A. Aikins and Mrs. Aikins, Kansas City, Mo.
Mrs .E. A. Vaughey, Albuquerque.
Mrs. J. M Lister, Phoenix.
C. W. Davendorff. San Francisco.
Dr. F. W. Cunningham, Las Vegas.
S. B. Davis, Las Vegas.
James Thorne, Denver.
Fred Vilasco, El Paso.
S. Luna, Los Lunas.
B. F. Adams, Albuquerque.
F. M. Hayner, Las Cruces.
W. F. Busch, Denver.
C. T. Brown, Socorro.
Montezuma.
M. A. Mahan, New York City.
F. D. McCaine, Denver.
W. A. Williams, Tesuque.
S. A. Wathers, Chama.
A. M. Emerson, Denver.
E. N. Rich, City.
P. M. Jacks, San Francisco.
P. E. Carter, City.
Bias Sanche- - and family. City.
Douglas Walker, City.
D. K. B. Sellers, and Mrs. Sellers,
Albuquerque.
A T. Kenyon, San Francisco.
Charles Patek, Taos.
T. E. Mitchell, Abiquiu.
Coronado,
A. A. Sena, Las Vegas.
Lee Smith, Memphis.
P. R. Sandoval, City.
J. C. Chapin, Stanley.
Harvey Fengels, City,
Buckles, Las Vegas.
Clark, Las Vegas.
Ellis, Las Vegas.
Lyori, Las Vegas.
Lockhart, Las Vegas.
Shirley, Las Vegas.
Mclntyre, Las Vegas.
Barr, Las Vegas.
Kirkland, Las Vegas.
Sandoval, Las Vegas.

i
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Las Vegas

Left on bases

2.

Lopez

4,

Struck out by Barr
Beam 2. First on balls
5.

5,
7,

Off
Pitch-

Barr 1, off Lopez 2, off Beam 0.
ers' Record Off Barr, 7 hits and two
runs in 9 innings; off Lopez, S hits
and 6 runs in 4 innings; off Beam, 1
hit and

1

run in five innings.

Attendance,

200.

a

a

i

MINES

AND

iNNIE

James Barry, St. Louis.

TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT

NEW

C'losson, lb
Koch, rf.
Digneo, 3b
C'anavan. cf
Lopez, p
Learn, p
J. Berardinelli, c.

gas

Meadow City Salaried Aggregation
Beat Santa Fe at the College
Grounds.

Oscar Blueher, Albuquerque.
M. V. B. Benson,

.4
.3
.3

e

PIO BRANDS

Springs and Pueblo

.AB. R. H. PO. A.E.

Time of game 1 h. 55 min.
Umpire Henry Alarid.
Scorer Daniel C. Ortiz.
Co. E 3; Outlaws 2.
In a preliminary game before the
Vegas-SantFe game, the team representing Co. E defeated the Santa Fe
Outlaws by the score of three to two
in an interesting six inning game. Gorman who pitched for the soldiers was
in very good form and struck 11 men
in six innings and allowed only four
hits. The game was very interesting
as both
to
finish
from start
matched.
teams are very evenly
They expect to meet again in the
near future, and a good battle is expected.
Yesterday they had to stop
Fe game
the game as the Vegas-Santhad to start at three.
Score by innings
Oil 0013
Company E
2
001 001
Outlaws
Batteries Gorman and
Delgado.
Garcia and J. Ortiz.
Hits Company E 3; Outlaws 4. Errors, Company E 3; Outlaws 6. Struck
out, by Gorman 11, by Garcia 4.
Umpire Ed Delgado.
LAS VEGAS SEVEN;
Scorer Dan Ortiz.
SANTA FE TWO.

WEST

Colorado

If

Frye,

Santa Fe

When Going

Denver.

2b.

0

Two base hit Frye;
Summary:
three base hits Ijckhart, Shirley;
home runs Lyons, J. Berardinelli, Mclntyre. Stolen bases Owen. Sacrifice hits Ellis, Lyons, Barr, Canavan,
Beam. Hit by pitched ball By Lopez
By Beam (Lockhart), by
(Buckles.)
Barr, (Frye). First on errors Las Ve-

Connects at Colfax with E. P. S. W. Ry. train North.
s Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
(From the New Mexican of May 2n fine new two story brick residence
Stage leaves Ute Park, N. M., for Elizabethtown, N. M., at 9 a. m., daily and '27, 1887.)
on the south side is going under roof.
except Sunday. Fare 2.00 one wav. $3.50 round trip; fifty pounds of bagDr. Sloan is planting twelve acres of
Felix Martinez, assessor of San Migage carried free.
potatoes on his valley ranch.
guel county, is in town.
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines, N. M., for the south at 11:11 p. m.; arSuch a rain as visited Santa Fe toFive hundred Jicarilla Apaches on
rives from the south at 4:38 a. m.
their way from Lincoln to Rio Arriba
day is worth a dollar a drop.
(1) Daily.
Two additions to the city are being county to take possession of their new
F. M. WILLIAMS,
(2) Daily except Sundays.
Boulevards
with 20 feet hunting grounds, are camping on the
platted.
General Passenger Agent. space in the middle of the
(3) EueBdays, Thursday and Saturdays.
streets, for Arroyo Hondo and are visiting the captrees, grass and benches will be fea- ital in droves. They are all flush with
tures of both additions.
cash. Tomorrow they will march to
Experience does not count at this al- Tesuque and camp there.
titude. Every spring the authorities
Editorial.
have a few shovels full of loose dirt
Dakota is a great territory. It hai
thrown into the streets and roads, and an excellent school system and em
then the rain conies and washes it out, ploys over five thousand school teach
with the ers, ten times as many as New Mexico
leaving the thoroughfare
same old ruts and holes. This same or twice as many as Colorado. This is
thing has been done here for 300 years also double the nifmber employed in
and yesterday it was done again, and New Hampshire or New Jersey. Thir
today the rain washed it all out again. teen states in the Union maintain a
Twenty-fiv- e
years from now, the au- j less number of schools than Dakota.
thorities will be doing the same thing In the number of banks the territory
and will be calling it good roads work. leads twenty-livstates. It continues
USE THE
The memorial trees planted in the to grow with unprecedented rapiditv.
plaza this sprjng by various individu- And still, by a Democratic House of
als, are leafing out nicely.
Representatives and a Democratic ad- Governor Ross, Judge Long and S. j ministration, is this great common
B. Axtell will deliver the memorial day wealth
kept out of the Union of states,
orations at Las Vegas.
and only because its inhabitants are
Donoghue is about completing the mostly Republicans in politics and bebig reservoir at the gas works and his cause it gives Republican majorities.
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Quarter of a Century Ago.
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Las Vegas
Santa Fe

.

5 00
4 52
43

Alarid, ss
P. Berardinelli,

Totals

60

Harlan
Ut9 Park. N. M...Lv
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS.

0

d

Pacific

MOTOR CARS
QUALIFY FOR BIG RACE.

0 FOURTEEN

MAY 27, 1912.

Brown Made Preliminary Two
Miles and a Half In 1:44:62
on Speedway.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
i

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
and Counselor at Law.
Attorney
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Rooms
Fourteen
out
of
Indianapolis, Ind.,
Capital City Bank Building,
cars entered in the Memtwenty-siSanta Fe, New Mexico
race at the Speedorial Day
Assistant District Attorney, Firs
way qualified in the first session of Judicial District.
the speed elimination trials today.
One lap of two miles and a half in
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
two minutes was demanded by the
Attornsy-at-Law- .
rules. Only one car failed in the first Santa Fe.
New Mexico.
trial, Romin's Continental, and it will
have two other chances.
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
De Palma Made Best Time.
.
Attorneys-at-LawPractice in the District Court as
DePalma, in a Mercedes made the
fastest lap in 1:44:02.
Starter Fred well as before the Supreme Court ot
Wagner let Tetzlaff's Red Fiatt away the State.
first and it flashed around the course Las Cruces, New Mexico.
in 1:46. Merz in a Stutz got through
in 1:55 and Zengel in a second Stutz,
G. W. PRICHARD,
went around in one
econd better.
at Law.
Attorney and
Disbrow pat his Case over in 1:57: So
Practice in all the District Courts
and Anderson in a Stutz went the dis- and gives special attention to cases
tance in 1:51.20.
Burman sent his before the State Supreme Court.
Cutting through in 1:42; Endicott Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
(Schlacht made 1:51:70; Marquette,
(Farlan) 1:53:26; Jenkins, (White)
C. W. G. WARD,
1:51:35; Knight (Lexington) 1:58:34;
State District Attorney.
Burman's time was corrected from
For San Miguel and Mora Counties.
1:42 to 1:47. Matson, in d. Lozier, Las
New Mexico.
Vegas, - - went around in 1:52:64.
(Markuette-Buick- )
Liesaw,
in
HARRY D. MOULTON,
1:56:11, and Frazier (Firestone-Columbus- )
Attorney-at-Law- .
in 1:56:42.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
David Bruce Brown, National, made
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
the round in 1:41:75, to a fastest time Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
ot the day, so far, averaging 88
miles an hour.
Dawson,
National,
EASLEY & EASLEY,
made it in 1:44:49, second best time. Chas. F.
. Chas. R. Easley,
Easley,
Joe Horan, marked 1:51.82 for his
.
Attorneys-at-LawLozier.
Practice in the Courts and before
Herr, (National) made the circuit Land Department.
in 1:45:25 and Wishart (Mercedes) in
Land grants and titles examined.
1:47:20.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estan- cia, N. M.
COAL LAND DECISION
BY SUPREME COURT.
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
17-1- 8

x

500-mil- e

....

Coun-iella-

.

2

Attorneys-at-Law-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington. D. C, May 27. In sustaining the right of the Colorado Anthracite Company to recover from the
government money paid by it on a coal
entry made by Edward G. Stoiber, in
Gunnison county, Colorado, and afterward cancelled, the supreme court today held that one qualified person
could enter coal land for another qualified person, and that nothing appeared
in the record to show that the company was not qualified to enter land.
The court held the company had dealt
openly with the government and had
not acted fraudulently. In cases of
land fraud, the court said, the government must prove its charge rather
than the entryman prove himself innocent.
No Supreme Court Decision.
Washington, D. C, May 27. None of
t
the
or interstate commerce
cases of note were decided today by
the supreme court. The court may announce them on its decision day two
weeks hence. The hard coal case is
one of those left over.

Socorro County.
Engineers are examining the Ernestine with a view of purchasing a controlling interest. They are substantial
people and if the deal is consummated
it will mean much to the district in
the way of operations on a large scale.
Second bullion cleanup for May is being smelted. Unwatering of the lower
levels of the Deadwood mines is about,
complete after which work will be WILBUR WRIGHT, AVIATOR,
pushed in that region. The good ore
IS REPORTED DYING.
recently encountered in third level continues and other development heads (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
are also producing a good tonnage.
Dayton, Ohio, May 27. Physicians
Considerable custom ore is being hanWilbur Wright siate late
attending
dled in addition to mine output. The
today that their patient was rapidly
daily ore treatment is around 60 tons. 'approaching death. Dr. D. B. Conk- Thirty-fou- r
tons of ore were shipped
to the Deadwood mill from 20 feet of i ling, Wright's principal physician,
stated that heroic treatment was be
development on the Pacific mine dur- ing resorted to in a last effort to save
e
tons were
ing the week. Twenty-onthe patient's life.
milled from the Johnson extracted in
sinking shaft 18 feet. Twelve hundred
and fifty tons were milled during the
week from Socorro mines, drawn largely from the lower levels. A fair tonClosing Quotations.
nage is being sent to the Deadwood
New York, May 27. Prime paper I
mill from the development conducted
4
Silver 61; Mexican dollars 48;
by leasers on the Deep Down, owned
by H. O. Bursum. Four hundred and Copper ia.2010.30; Tin 46.5047;
eighty tons were milled during the Lead 4.15(84.25; Amalgamated 82
Great
week by the Treasure Mining and Re- Sugar 130; Atchison 1061-4- ;
duction Company. There is sufficient Northern 1321-4- ; New York Central
ore now broken in the stopes to sup- 118; Northern Pacific 130"; Reading
1111-4- ;
172
Southern Pacific
ply mill for six months. Development
Steel 691-2- ; pfd.
in the lower levels is satisfactory. Union Pacific 170
The winze in the Little Charlie tunnel 110
Lead and Spelter.
has been sunk 30 feet in excellent
St. Louis, Mo., May
27. Lead
mill ore.
strong, 4.12
spelter firm,
C.7o6.85.
MEETING UNDER AUSPICES
Grain and Provisions.
OF HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Chicago, 111., May 27. Wheat, May
114
July 110
Corn, May 81
Many Prominent Scholars of the Stats
July 751-4- ; Oats, May 55
July
Will Deliver Selected Ad50
Pork, May 18.45; Ribs, July
dresses.
anti-trus-

MARKETREPORT

10.20.

The following will address the meeting held under the auspices of the Historical Society tonight at the capitol
following a short introduction by the
president of the society, Former Governor L. Bradford Prince; Antonio
secretary of state; Mrs. Matilda
Coxe Stevenson, ethnologist; R. W.
D. Bryan, president of the board of
regents of the state university; V. H.
H. Llewellyn, state representative; B
M. Read, historian.
Tomorrow evening R. E. Twitchell
will deliver a lecture on the Franciscan
martyrs illustrated by fifty lantern
slides.

.

Practice in all the Courts and Be
fore the Interior Department.
-

Taos,

-

-

-

New Mexico.

H. L. ORTIZ,

and

Attorney

.

Counsellor-at-Law-

Practicing before all the Courts in
the State.
Santa Fe, - New Mexico
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS,

Public Stenographer.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Rooms

11

and 12 Laughlin Block.
Phone Red 162.

HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVER-

TISE?
Tell your story to
2,000,000

Readers 'or

Twelve Dollars.
We will place your
advertisement in 25 leading newspapers' Sunday issue, for $12 per insertion. Descriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
AGENCY,
Taos, New Mexico.
DR. W. HUME BROWN,

Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store. ..
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment.
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence Washington.
Ave., next door to Public Library.
Office Hours
11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
2 to 4 p. m. Evenings.
Phone Black 47.

DR.

J.

M. DIAZ,

DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFIFCE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
RESIDENCE,

Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE HOURS.

I

to

3

P. M.

L. F. MURRAY,
Physician and Surgeon.
Catron block, next door to Wells
Fargo. Phone 233.

riME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

Kansas City.
Kansas City, Mo., May 27. Cattle
The following are the time tabisa
Receipts 6,000, including 1,000 south of the local railroads:
erns. Market steady. Native steers
$6.509.25; southern steers $5.25; na"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
tive cows and heifers $3.75 6.50:
Leave
stockers and feeders $5.007.25; bulls
8:10 a. m., to connect w.th No. i
$4.75 7.25; calves $5.50 8.75; west
ern steers $6.609.00; western cows westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:10
$4.00 6.50.

Market p. m.
Receipts 8,000.
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
10c lower.
Bulk of sales $7.35
connect with No. 1 westbound and No.
7.62
7.60; heavy $7.50
packers
and butchers $7.407.70; lights $7.15 i eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. in.
7.50; pigs $5.256.50.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to conMarket
Sheep
Receipts 7,000.
steady. Muttons $4.00 8.00; lambs nect with No. 7 westbounl and No. 4
Hogs

5

to

$6.509.50; range wethers and year eastbound
lings $4.25fi.0O; range ewes $3.00
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:35
BACK BIG PROFITS. 5.25; Texas goats $3.00 3.75.
p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to
Chicago.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, III., May 27. Cattle Re.
with No. 8 eastbound and No. 9
suWashington, D. C. May 27 The
ceipts 20,000. Market slow, generally westbound.
preme court today affirmed the Massa steady. Beeves $6.109.40;
Texas
Returning, arrive at Santa Fp, 11:30
chusetts judgment by which Albert S. steers $6.00 8.10; western steer
m.
Bigelow, of Boston, was directed to $6.25 7.90; stockers and feeders $4.41 p.
cut-of- f
for the Belen
Passengers
Old
Dominion
the
pay
Copper Mining
6.85; cows and heifers $3.007.90; and Pecos
Valley points should now
and Smelting Company $2,100,000 as calves $5.259.00.
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7 20 as
secret promoter's profits. The suits,
Market
Sheep
Receipts 22,000.
Connection leaves Albugrowing out of the transactions prob steady to 10 lower. Native $3.756.20, heretofore.
querque at 7:55 p. m. instead of 2:2(
ably have attracted more attention, western $6.006,30; yearlings $5.25
than any other strictly corporation 7.50; lambs, natfive $5.008.60; west- a. m.
case in the last decade.
ern $5.508.90.
Sl
PROMOTER HAS TO PAY

con-ne-

R. G. Ry.
D.
Wool.
Leaves 10:05 a. nr. for north.
Louis, Mo., May 27. Wool marArrive 4:20 p. m. from nort!i
ket steady; territory and western meNEW MEXICO CENTRAL RY
dium 1618; fine mediums 1517;
Leave 12:45 p. ai., connects with
fine 1015.
No. 4 east and 1 south and west
Cotton.
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
New York, N. Y., May 27. Cotton
spot closed quiet and 20 points lower. from No. 3 east.
Middlings uplands, 11.40; middling
All legal blanks
gulf, 11:65; sales, 3,300 bales.
prepared according
to the Statutes of New Mexico, new
New Mexican want aos always State fonn, for sale by th
Mexican Printing Company.
brings results.
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Some Useful Hints for the

I.

V

4.

JL

CABINET

'

Fraternal Societies

in?

mihri

Girl Who Sews
HE devil

i:

should nsc
provided he can niaUt

comes.

!

GOOD

-.

Lodgi
Montezuma
No. 1, V F. & A. y.
commnn
Regular
cation first Monda
of each month a
a
Masonic - Hall

I

i

Talks j

7.30.
ALAN R. McCORD. W. M.

LJL

content that we
in ernod
works,
us proud of them.

"Wherefore let him that thinketh he
lie fall."
Itandetu take heed

Let us try to make it a little easier for
the child to do right and a little harder
for it to io wrong.

MASONI-

advertising

.

I I T IS never hard to do the right
thing;
is in deciding to do it that the tug

It

-

iwqsj

CHAS.

E. Ll.N.VEr.

Secretary.

rent::

p.

or
FOR
ith furniture or not.

6

room

house,

D. S. Lowitzki.

For Salt Excellent Jersey cow, 100
White Leghorn liens. "R" New Mexican.

WANTED A cook or girl for genSama Fe Chapter N
eral housework and cooking. Apply
L R. A. M. Regulai Mrs. R. .1. I'alen.
convocation s e c o n f
FOR RENT
house
with
Monday of each mont.
at Masonic Hall a. bath. B02 Galisteo St. Apply St. Vin7:30 p. m.
cent's Sanitarium.
CHAS. A. WHEELON,

SUGGESTIONS

FOR THE MERCHANT
HELPFUL HINTS.
Girls who have been taking domes- thread are, naturally, the sort to use.
But on silk or cloth those crocheted
fashionable
DAINTY THINGS FOR THE TABLE. tic science courses at
refreshA clever little idea for
boarding schools declare that to get from a twisted silk made charming
The following pointers
emphahft
along without a variety of dainty and unique variants from passemen- ments for a children's party is this: the importance of clean stores, clean
A perfectly delicious and most atand
to
A
of
animal
who
loves
box
a
crackers
if
Set
terie.
girl
an
experiment
impossibility, especially
aprons is
H. J
tractive dessert is:
sidewalks, pure air. ample light, nept
AGENTS WANTED for the best, sellthe embryo housekeeper wishes to with such useful arts has just finished with a heavy sirup fasten the animals clerks and other things that most ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
Fruit Sponge Drops With Cream.
or
Sales
a
is
which
on
Arizona
er on the market.
round
herself
salted
the
little
from for
crackers
frocks
of
girdle
her
the
fronts
apright
preserve
overBeat thoroughly a cup of sugar and
merchants and concerns might
of all who see it. The the long saltincs may be used. DecArizona.
admiration
Phoenix,
Agency,
spots.
look.
three eggs, add a third of a cup of
Santa Fe Commander
One girl who sews almost as well foundation at the back is a shaped orate with chocolate by putting In
How to Attract Trade.
water and a cup of flour sifted with
No. 1, K. T. Regula
of crinoline or some such stif- eyes with melted chocolate.
These
FOR SALE New Hammond typeis
several
cooks
aprons
she
piece
as
making
two teaspoonfuls of baking powder.
The way you run your business is
conclave fourth Mod
inches
wide.
about
scalfened
little
and
there
will
three type discs and leather
half
cut
the
into
eight
lawn
lining
ovals,
writer,
people
delight
advertisea
worst
or
Add salt and a teaspoonful of vanilla. of plain
best
your
your
day in each tionth
case. Inquire New Mexican.
with a color and em- This is covered with the white crepe ts nothing harmful in such refreshall
round
traveling
loped
cool
as
ment. If yon are not getting
many
Bake in patty pans and when
Masonic Hall at 7:8
in out- de chine of which the girdle is made ments.
floss
washable
with
broidered
fill
customers as you should get. then yon
scoop out the center carefully and
p. m
SOUTHWESTERN
or shadow siitch. By this means and trimmed with "up and down" rows
Never shake rugs or hang them on are not
Realty & Emthe cavities with peaches, pears or line
H. KENNEDY, E. C.
doing the proper things to
to have luncheon pina- of white silk roses. To each end of lines to be beaten. One such treatshe
expects
ployment Agency, P. O. Box 73, 210
trade.
attract
any desired fruit. Place a spoonful
W.
& GRIFFIN. Kecorder.
house the shaped back section the soft front ment wI11 often ruin a rug,
N. Mex.,
fores to accord with every
W. Silver,
Pace
Albuquerque,
A business properly run advertises
of whipped cream on each, garnish
frock white embroidered with pale pieces of the girdle are shirred, and them on the ground and beat or sweep
Wanted 50 Mexican teamsters and lacareless
If
attracts
itself
and
trade.
with a piece of fruit used for the tille
Fe XjOflge
Santa
blue; pink, mauve or yellow and dark these are long enough to Join In a hem.
borers at once.
They can be very satisfactorily
are used you cannot expect
No. 1, 14L
ing, and serve. Or they may be rolled
Perfection
brown relieved with graceful knot in front and to fall sash- cleaned by spreading on a porch and methods
and
green
blue;
busirun
To
best
results.
the
your
in boiled frosting and sprinkled with white.
A
and
of
Ancient,
to
dress
the
the edge
like almost
degree.
carefully sweeping. The best way, ness properly does not require expert
Elegantly Furnrsned Rooms for Rent
cocoanut.
cepted Scottish Rite o
Charming litttle aprons of half oval, skirt, where they are finished with a pf course, Is to use the vacuum cleanRooms elegantly furnished and hav-n- g
s
and
attention.
but
advice,
Mix
thought
two
Free Masonry mee's oi
Cottage Cheese Salad.
half round, diamond or oblong Bhape triplet of Bilken crocheted blossoms er on them, as then there is no wear
all modem conveniences, including
Your success depends on what oth- the third Monday of each montl
of cottage cheese with half a cup
are to be made of finest nainsook, apiece, from the center of each of on them.
busielectric light, steam heat and baths,
of
and
think
er
your
you
people
l
of walnut meats, a teaspoonful of scalloped all round and band em- which hangs a tassel of the same
In
o'clock
the
at
7:30
evening
in the First National Bank building.
Celery on Chestnut Salad. Take ness methods.
In figuring out how
south side of Plata
chopped chives or onion. Season highbroidered with white in imitation or white silk.
equal measures of celery and cooked you can attract more trade, put your- Masonic Hall,
Apply to F. M. Jones.
and
more
crocheted
and
has
with
arrange
same
salt
This
ly
paprika,
girl
the work done in the Madeira Islands
cut in thin slices. Add a self in the posit inn of the public and Visiting Fotish Rite Masons are eor
chestnuts,
of
lettuce.
a
nest
rose
silk
for
in balls, three in
All of the ruffle bordered aprons elaborate motifs of pale
of French dressing. look at yourself and your business as dially invited to attend.
lo are fascinating, particularly the round her sister's pet dancing frock of the few tablespoonfuls
Pour around them mayonnaise
S. G. CARTWRIGHT. 32.
Oliver Visible Typewriter
on lettuce
time
At
arrange
serving
look at yon.
which has been added some chopped
ones which have bowknot and leaf de- same shade and a set of handsome and garnish with slices of latticed ap- they
Venerable Master
to
be
unlike
Sidewalks.
silk
olives or capers.
Clean
black
For sale cheap. Perfect condicurve
anything
lower
on
embroidered
the
signs
HENRY 5. STEPHENS, 82
ples.
on
A clean
Mock Clam Soup. Wash free from
sidewalk, especially
and girdle belts which fit firmly, have found in the shops for a well betion and does splendid writing.
secretary.
A very pretty way of serving indisalt a half pound of salt codfish, cover embroidered fronts and tie in a little loved aunt, whose dinner gown they vidual butter for company is to make stormy days. Is sure to attract the at
Could ship on approval and tria'.
will
,
most
which
tention of the passer-byattractively.
with a quart of cold water, and bring bowknot at the back. The same model will shortly adorn
B. P. O. E.
Write to CHAS. W. RICKART
the balls much smaller, using three
draw his attention to the
to the boiling point and simmer for is pretty when the hand embroidery
Santa Fe Lodge N' Rosedale, Kansas.
on each butter plate in- naturally
ones
small
f
windows.
hour. Remove the fish, which
and ruffle are omitted and the hem
i
Gloves Are Larger.
stead of one, and from parsley break
40, B. P. O. B. hold
Always make It a point to keep your
exer- a stalk with three stems,
may be saved for balls and strain the stitched edge is finished with an inch
athletic
Its regular session a
other
and
tennis
Oolf,
TYPEWRf TERS.
tha
inserting
tableof
clean.
sidewalk
a
a
or
wide frill of Valenciennes
thickening
water, add
Cluny cises have caused the hands of girls end in each butter ball. The effect
the second and fourti Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. NeV
Your Windows.
lace.
spoonful of butter which has been,
of eac platens furnished.
and women to grow larger than for- !s very pleasing, as they look more
Ribbons and iup
Wednesday
cooked with a tablespoonful of flour.
Bretelle aprons are always coquetKeep your windows clean inside and
fact they still like flowers than butter.
month. Visiting bixn;
that
Despite
merly.
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
out. Change your window displavs
Add a pint of milk and bring to the tish and nearly always become a slen- wear the same size gloves. The reason
era are invitee an arJ rented. Standard makes handled.
When out of cake put delicate
customers coming
Into the soup dish der, girlish figure, but they are more was
boiling point
or often. Many times
welcome.
explained the other day by a deal- crackers together with white
All repair work and typewrites guar
besome
to
of
store
to
make
than
Into
a
buttered
difficult
pour
toast,
pinafores,
particular FRANK T. T1LANDY,
buy
piece
plaoe
er in women's gloves. He said' that chocolate frosting. Chopped nuts and
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter E.
called
will
attention
Article
have
cause the center panel with its square
in the soup and garnish with finely-cu- t
their
were made to deceive not so rai6ins may be added and these little
Exalted Ruler.
Phone 231.
change
In your window,
some
to
article
other
little bib should be carefully curved gloves
parsley.
who
as
wearer
the
.M.
much the
persons
P.
A. LiEXAU,
cakes served with tea will be happily and buy
things that they did not origGraham Bread, Mix two cupfnls of to fit into the figure at the waist line looked at. them. The gloves are made
received by any guests.
WANTED.
Secretary.
Use
neat,
to
Intend
and on to it should be attached the In
of a cup of mopurchase.
scalded mill,
inally
a
"full sizes," and when
A cleaner for wall paper: Take a
call-luBusiness
The
College of Santa Fe,
are
which
Id
windows,
narrower
side
attractive
and
your
of
panels,
two
signs
salt,
teaspoonfuls
lasses,
woman asks for a 5
glove, knowing
of sifted flour, one tablespoonful
Santa Fe Cam west side of Plaza requires the folattention to prices and particular
when hike warm a fourth of a yeast shaped above the waist into straps that her hand is too large to get in it cup
13514, M. W. A.
one tablespoonful of coal oil,
lowing. Apply, don't write, unless at
bargains or specialties.
cake dissolved in warm water, and crossing the shoulders and then across the saleswoman Invprlably hands her ef salt,
iA.?ets secoi.O T..ut a distance.
two tablespoonfuls of vinegar, two taCleanliness.
two .eupfuls of flour, four cupfuls of the top of the back, where they are out a 5
fits.
it
ana
always
glove,
of ammonia and a half
day each month, w
Clean floors, show cases and counFour hours janitor work daily exBeat well, let rise until joined, so that the apron may be ad- The extra sizes have been made to blespoonfuls
graham.
clal meeting thir
water. Mix in a small sauce- ters attract trade. The surest way to
doable its bulk, beat again, place in justed by drawing the bretelfe portion please the women and, pet haps, to get cup of
change education.
is
at Fire
Tuesday
promote cleanliness is to have good
Good furHiture, bed, washstand, bubuttered pans and when well risen, over the head and then securing it their trade. Though young girls who pan and cook until the moisture
man's Hall. Visl'
evaporated, stirring constantly.
about the waist with pink, blue or
light.
bake in a moderate oven.
bath tub, ice chest, book shelves,
reau,
have
rather
who
and
large
play golf,
Remove from the fire and knead with
Proper ventilation is very import- itg neighbors welcome.
Prune Pudding. Make a small mold white satin ribbon sashes.
in the fact that they wear
chairs, stoves, etc. exchange educahands,
gloat
G.
A.
C
a
I
se
use.
to.
of
hands
until
mul
the
unconscious
WHIT'lTER,
of
are
bretelle
all
often
ant. People
ready
the
aprons
Nearly
of lemon jelly. Cook until tender a
tion.
a u. . B.uve,
,e
turning it good ventilation, but bad ventilation CHaS. A. RISING, Clerk.
knPaiiig
cunning little hip pockets head- smaller sized
when
Lumber for partitions, etc. Exget
they
cup of large prunes, place in a- - glass have
gloves
or lace
is undesirable and very unheal'hy.
.... .... c
dish and pour over the lemon jelly. ed with fine muslin embroidery
education.
o.ue..
change
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
of the
when troubled with rats put fresh
Lights.
tn tha cdnva chnn thev Invariahlv eet
Set away to harden. Serve with edging to match the bordering
etc. exSign writing, painting,
-and if a ' '
No.
lime
259.
and
around
their
bib
unslaked
Holds
ninafore.
runways.
shoulders,
its
Lodge
inside
well
Tr
store
lighted
Keep your
them.
whipped cream.
education.
change
car
of
sort
be
will
burned
lunch,
make
.....?A
If
this
to
wishes
store
A
they
they get
well lighted
girl
as well as out.
regular meeting on the firr.t
educaPlumber's work exchange
eon apron exceptionally elaborate she
ful never to try it again.
Is always attractive to people passing
Thursday of each month al
j)$!y')
of
all
may have the bretelles entirely
When your customers come into your
hall at 7:30p.m. tion.
Fireman's
XjtSX
over laoe and let them run Into narCarpenter's work exchange educastore they appreciate your showing Visiting brothers are invited and weltion.
row panels from the waist to the lowto
come.
advantage.
your goods
Automobile and chauffer exchange
er edge.
Remember that unusual things atJ. A. RAEL, F. M.
Practical aprons, meaning the sort
busieducation, three hours daily or will
tract trade and advertise your
DAVID GONZALES,
which are to be put on over the frock
ness. You must not. be absurd, hut
buy on cash teaching terms.
Secretary.
when preparing salad dressing and
you can do unusual things without
Typewriting machines, any make-l- ots
really mussy concoctions, are made of
ridiculous
Plain, flat revers will be a predomthings.
doing
lying id'e; owners cannot use
F. W. FARMER
striped galatea, percale, gingham or inating feature In spring suits.
tl.em properly. In exchange.
Neat
Employees.
No
Homesterd
madras, and are put on as easily as is
Taffetas will be used a great deal in
Teachers and graduates to train for
People like to see employees with
2879.
an nlster, for they fasten with fiat millinery during the coming season.
our teachers and travelling democlean collars and like to see goods
of
Brotherhood
buttons down the left front from
handled by clean hands. Have plenty
nstrates in grades and high schools.
Draped toques of satin and changeAmerican Yeom
shoulder to hem, have big sewed in able
are extremely fashiontaffetas
of soap and water always at hand so
Positions vary from $100 a month.
a
Fri
Meets
and
First
cuffs
band
deep
sleeves with
can have faciliable.
but
that
employees
your
E WHO would lead must first
Stenographers any system,
make
To
month
I (ETTER he small and shine than ties for
day of the
patch pocket on each hip.
himself be led;
The liking for glowing red tones is
keeping clean.
with touch typewriting, to prepare
to be great and cast a shadow
narrow
model
a
as
Fireman's
one
any
at
take
the
of
be
loved
would
be
Who
capable
The Best Advertising.
Brown.
evidenced In the newest gowns from
for better positions guarantee good
love
Hall. H. Foreiuui
skirted, one piece house frock which Paris.
The best advwtising in the world
pay, but must be good spellers en
Beyond the utmost be receives; who
closes in front allowing, however, for
in
is
thi
Robinson
man
a
Is
A. E P.
what
Character
Is "mouth tc mouth"
advertising
claims
decorations have a wonderful 4ark.
Pearl
shoulwider
and
seams
wider
have
punctuation and common sense.
Cor. jec. Fred t
The rod of power must first have bowed slightly
Treat your customers so well that
everythey "belong"
Teaching services, day or evening
ders, so that the garment will go over popularity;
Alaria.
his head.
about
friends
you
tell
their
will
they
where.
WAYS OF SERVING CHICKEN.
in exchange.
even a velvet frock if desired.
And being honored, honor what's above.
and your business and advise them to
First hats for spring are either
This know the men who leave the world
8th
and
scholars 7th
Grade
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
Is
the
This
with
cheapest
deal
you.
and
their names.
or
high
Bayard Taylor.
close
and
so
small
now
large
expensive
Chickens are not
It has been wisely said that whoODD FELLOWS, grades wanted these holidays to leartt
world.
in
the
best
and
advertising
to
that one may not feel extravagant
ever lias once mastered the art of the trimmed.
Santa Fe Lodge shorthand, that when they return tt
You have often heard it said, "A
There is a new cutaway coat, 36 serve one occasionally.
SEASONABLE DISHES.
simpler forms of Irish crochet work
adverbest
is
the
meets
customer
regularly school in fall, they can take "Teach
satisfied
Braised Chicken. Dress, clean and
has at command an endless variety of inches long, single breasted, perfectly
This is absolutely true every Thursday evening at 8 o'clocl ers talk" and enable them to Decome
tisement."
fit.
in
and
two
snug
sleeves
very
fowl.
utilize
the
plain
to
which
in
product
Fry
truss a
You know that satisfied customers
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth- ten times more clever and make
Daring the cold weather we are able ways tiny steel hook. Above all,
There is a new sleeveless coat with slices of fat salt pork, cut
about you.-- business ers always welcome- to digest heartier foods and they are of the
talk
a
favorably
like
In
their examinations much easier. Ask
front
carback
a
crossing
cape
of fine imported Irish lace
inch thick, then add five slices of
di
most necessary to keep up the body the reses
Professor J. A. Wood on this quesa and dissatisfied customers either
f
in so many fichu. Puffings and ruchings of taf- rot cut in small cubes,
can
be
thread
applied
Nc tion.
heat. An occasional dish, not so rich
not talk at all or talk unfavorably.
Fe
Santa
Camp
on frocks or serge.
used
are
one
feta
the
that
of
and
two
ways
girl
thyme,
original
Sliced
sprigs
onion,
in fat. Is relished. Here Is a recipe dainty
6673, R. N. A. meet!
Suggestions.
Fichus continue to be fashionable.
Apply Business College, west side
of wisdom finds them an invaluable
sprig of parsley, a bay leaf, and cook
so situated or
rather unusual:
is
of
business
eacE
is
the
If
first
or
your
Plaza. Walter Norton, F. R. G. S.,
fringed,
Tuesday
of
Tulle
either
herself
for
plain
when
resource
designing
ten minutes. Add two tablespoonfuls
so large that you should do newsIndian Doughnuts. Pour a cup of those small accessories which give favorite material for making these of buttei and
month; social meeting President.
the
fowl,
turning
fry
l,
'boiling milk over a cup of white
third Tuesday at Fire
trimmings. They are often uitiil the surface Is well paper, billboard, street car or window
pretty, cloud-likthe keynote of a costume.
find that neat,
Hall. Visiting
two tablespoonfuls of butter and
man's
For articles of fine linen or of any used frequently to trim negligees of browned. Place on a trivet in a deep advertising, you will matter
Nothing tike having your office up
Is the
clean looking printed
half a teaspoonful of salt. When cool wash material the roses of the Irish crepe de chine or soft satin.
welcome.
to
date. The Gloue Wiornicke Filing
two
add
cups
over
the
neighbors
fat,
pan, pour
investment. Remember that your
add one and a half cups of sugar, two
VICKROY,
and Sectional Unit book cases, not
NETTIE
stock. Cover and best
chicken
or
water
of
In
same
space
beaten eggs, one teaspoonful of allcompetitor can buy the
Oracle only improve the looks of your office
bake In a slow oven until tender, the same newspaper that you can.
spice and two cups of flour sifted, with
Recorder.
L.
but will pay for themselves in the
FRIDAY,
MAGGIE
often.
basting
Whether your advertisement will be
three teaspoonfuls of baking powder.
tne
from
sauce
made
time they sve you. Wh" not be up
a
with
Serve
more attractive and bring you more
Handle as soft as possible. Cut and
to date? New Mexican Printing ComFOR JUSTICE OF THE PEACE.
in the pan.
fat
entirely
than
well
depends
his,
is
business
fry in deep fat If the dough
pany.
Maryland Chicken. Dress and clean on what you say in the space you
chilled before rolling the cakes may
The New Mexican Printing Comand cut up two small cnicKens. buy and how you say it.
be handled much softer.
Mexi-ca- n
Society Stationery The New
pany has on hand already hound, civil
Sprinkle with salt, pepper and dip
Important.
Marshmallow Grape Juice. Add the
hand
s
on
made
in
have
especially
In flour, egg and crumbs; place
Printing Company
Simplicity is the most important and criminal dockets,
juice of a lemon to a quart of grape
of the and can make up promptly the latest
and bake thirty
Justices
ef
use
instructhe
for
in
pan
dripping
giving
to
up
emphasize
greased
thing
Boil
Juice and sweeten as desired.
minutes in a hot oven, Dasting aner tions to a printer or newspwper as tc Peace. They have printed headlines forms in society slatlonery. The no
with a stick of cinnamon and a few
Or
five minutes' cooking, with a low your advertisement should ap- In either Spanish or English on good size correspondence cards, etc.
first
the
cloves. Serve hot In glasses with two
of a cup of melted butter. Ar pear.
well bound with leather back ders taken for engraved and en
third
paper,
is
This
marshmallows in each glass.
advertisement and cornersfi, with canvass sides. bossed work. Several lines to make
Don't crowd your
range on a platter and pour over two
a nice hot drink on a cold day.
of cream Bauce.
think that because you are pay Full index in front antf a list of the your selection from.
Don't
cups
Mutton In Green Grape Sauce-Br- own
Fried Chicken, Southern Style. Cut lng for space you have to fill it all fees of the Justice of the Peace and
two tablespoonfuls
of butter
.u
the chicken at the joints as for up. wnai you warn.
jiuj Constables printed in full on the first New MexicaD Waut ads always
up
and two of fleur in a saucepan; add
in cold water and advertisement read oftentimes th page. The pages are 1
brings resi'-iplunge
serving,
salt, pepper and a cup of gravy. As
wet dredge with flour, salt and more white space and the more sim- These books ar made up in civil and
while
soon as well blended add a third of
will notice
criminal dockets separate of
pepper, having as much flour adhere plicity, the quicker people
a cup of green grape jelly. When
chicken as possible. Try out a and read It.
the
to
pages each, or with both civil ana
roast
a
in
slices
of
few
melted, lay
Stick to Your Subject.
of fat salt pork, cut in pieces
pound
criminal bound in one book, with 80
Very
.
.
,
add
mutton, and when thoroughly hot
it." ....ill louIf you are advertising bargains
uuui
cnicnen in uus
tne
criminal.
cook
and
If pages civil and 320 pages
of unsweetened
five tablespoonfuls
to
a very serious matter to ask
the
is
emphasize.
It
is
with
thing
Serve
price
Comder and well browned.
at Livil or criminal $2.7.r- each.
grape juice, and serve.
for one medicine and have the
a white sauce made of half milk and you are advertising regular goods
4.00.
For
criminal
and
bined civil
Oysters' Sauted. Pour a quart of
regular prices, the thing to talk Is $.50 additional these books will be
wrong one givea you. For this
cream.
we urge you in buying to
reason
quality.
boiling water over a pint of oysters,
mail or prepaid express. Cash
then drain and chop fine. Melt two taAlways emphasize service, mention- sent by
be careful to get the genuine
State
order
plainly
must
customers
accompnay
get
ing careful attention
blespoonfuls of butter, turn In the
from your employees, prompt deliver? whether English or Spanish is want
oysters and season well; add two taBLACK-DiUUGH- T
of goods purchased, freedom from ed.
blespoonfuls of rolled crackers and
Woman's Story of Bevere's Ricfe.
miFtakes. etc.
s
of a cup of cream, stir
Tell why your goods
It Is said that the best description
You cannot get up to date printing
Be specific.
Liver Medicine
and cook five minutes. Serve on toast
of Paul Revere's famous ride and of sre good goods. Dont make claims unless you have
material
with
parsley.
strips
precedof
the
hours
juBt
the activities
The reputation of this old, reliathat are not true.
and faculties. The New Mexic.n
Baked custards are greatly Im19.
ble medicine, for constipation, ining the battle of Lexington, April
Straightforwardness and simplicity Printing Company has both, and ai
proved by the addition of a few spoon
digestion and liver trouble, is firm1775, was written by a woman, Mrs will attract peop'e quicker than so the same time expert mechanics. Your
fuls of cocoanut The same is true of
established. It does not imitate
This pretty word embroidered on a sheer linen cover will make a dainty
ly
of Cambridge, who called originality.
advertise
Hannah
Winthrop,
oiders are always assured personal at
in
other medicines. It is better than
custard pie.
of
that
pillow for the baby. The flowers should be worked solid and the stems
because
horrors
art
"the
described
they
are
failures
ments
vividly
tention.
others, or it would not be the fath over and over stitch, very closely and evenly done. Mercerized cotton
midnight cry." Magazine of Ameri- too original
vorite liver powder, wii h a larger
No. 30 will be suitable.
can History
sale than all others combined.
A traveling salesman out of Cm
You a Seller? An advertiseAre
oi
fcrm
Trie Strong
wcrverusmy.
SOLD IN TOWN
F2
eago was in Lexington, Ky., recent ment in the classified columns of the
Colors.
Two
to
customer
of
the
Shoes
Service service
- Vj
and had to talk over the telephone New Mexican will put your real
Women.
For
ly
teaches
that
Young
prosExperience
are
two
colors
arm
adverof
very
i that is the strong right
shoes made of
At tils time many younger women to one of his customers in a neign tate on the market effectively. It will
perity in mercantile pursuits de-You can hire the cleverest
fashionable both for evening and aft
tising.
in the j
affect
the wearing of rowan red ber boring town. When he had completed put the facts of your property before OKFIC'KC. Q M.. Chronicle B.dp San
upon
pends
advertising
ernoon wear in Paris. The fronts ana
advertising man the sun ever shone
. May
Scale" prooosuls will
best
on a bandeau of velvet, the conversation he asked the demure the
the
mounted
papers
ries
right
during
jS
be receivtu here until u
eyes of all possible buyers.
on. but If the clerks in your store are
m. Jlme )2. 19i2. for
heels are made of one color, usually
the
much
how
charges
little
season.
operator
Merchants
occasions
more
elaborate
furh.ni!foraK.-,,n- l
for
while
may get
kid.
white
Blrsw
If
or
values
leather
aren't
retired ntposiH
your
black patent
just
grouches.
Div
in
Western
and
she
were,
sin
without
replied:
but
It,
'inirty
d,lriK fscai vear
others choose a shot blue and green
along
they only
If you use embossed stationery, you
of the shoe which ha
1, tm.
July
The
vamp
jwhat they are advertised to be, if
S.
de
C.
Informationfu.n
T.
shetoa
the
At
cents."
this
irately
an
eke out
existence. The prostissue band that enriches the bead,
he.e or 1D
real service to the customer Is someyux.ternwatera,
straps like a sandal, matches the from the center of which rises a dia- clared that In Chicago one could talk can do no better than placing your or- application
nil (jluaitermagtere at Seattle.
meris
merchant
the
.
Wush
perous
velvet.
of
der with the New Mexican Printing
ttnd Honolulu H T.,and Udi may be
gown in color and is usually
thing that you have heard of only in
to hell and back for 30 cents.
chant that ably assists his busiPost Quart ermuaten and Quarterwith the vamp of mond star ornament completed at
,y
of
this
sort,
will
request.
be
Shoes
books, if your Interest in the cus-- ;
upon
quoted
master. Honolulu, H T. until Ma m., Pacifio
The operator quietly replied: "Yea, prices
ness by liberal advertising ap
either side just above the ears by a
tomer ceases the moment money has
purple velvet and purple stockings,
calV 'Our styles and forms are strictly up "roe.J'ine 14, mi. F. Von HCHBADER, c. Q.
but this Is a
plication.
round diamond button.
exchanged hands why, your adverare worn with black costumes.
to date.
Everybody's Magazine..
tising man can't make your printed
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What is

I The Home of Quality Groceries j

the

difference

between
and

railroad during a rate war,
meat man?

THE DAILY ROUND

WEATHER FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., May 27. New
MexicoTonight and Tuesday
generally fair; moderate

DISCOVERY

THE

OF THE

North Pole
WAS

A GREAT

But You Will Benefit More,' Personally,
the Place to

Buy

Best Groceries.

Turn Your Search in this Direction.
Strawberries,

Tomatoes,

'

Rhubarb,

Asparagus,
Green Onions,
Spinach,

Plaza Market Co.

Lettuce,
Carrots.

Parsnips,

Fresh salted almonds. Butt Bros. Co.
Treat Yourself to a good chicken
supper at the Sisters of Loretto tomorrow evening.
A Great Drama at the Elks' tonight,!
and Country." Don't miss it..
Salt Bricks for your Horse and Cow
The railroad meets the cut, but the
at GOEBELS.
meat man cuts the meat!
j
Masonic Lodge Meeting Montezu-ithma lodge No. 1, A. F. & A. M. meets
Your Favorite Cut Awaits Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock.
Use a Cold Cream which imparts a
softness to the skin. Use Zook's Rose
You Here,
Cold Cream.
Put Up In Style When You Initial Monograms for stenciling
your handkerchiefs, towels, and all
classes of linens. We have yours in
Appear.
stock. W. X. Townsend & Co.
Run Down By Automobile .1. P.
We're Here to Serve You
on a bicycle was run down by an
automobile driven by Samuel Pickard,
Well And Fast !
at Albuquerque, and was badly injured.
Our Speed Makes Many
Mint patties, all colors and flavors,
Butt Bros. Co.
Stand Aghast !
School Tax County School Superintendent J. V. Conway reports that evIs
This The Place For
ery school district of the county has
certified to the levy of a special five.
CHOICE
IN A HURRY!! mills tax.
All Boxes or tne Santa Fe Electric
Laundry brought into the office will
be redeemed at 10c doz.
It Costs but little to have your furniture repaired and upholstered
and
Phone 92.
Rhodes, Xo. 104 Galisteo street, cau

HIS

Radishes,

Estancia Eggs, - 25c. Doz.
F. ANDREWS

Phone 4.

MONDAY,

do it right. See advertisement on
page two.
Warm Weather Is coming.. Cookins
by electricity is cheaper than coal.
can prove it. See him.
S Sparks
People Indignant A
Albuquerque
mass meeting of 500 Albuquerque Citizens yesterday expressed their indignation at the Democratic City administration for restoring the red light.:.".
A CRASH in Tailpred Garments $23
to $45 values, from $15 up this month.
For particulars oall at the W. H. Goe-be-l

e

ACHIEVEMENT

By Discovering

UP.

M.

Set on Fire By .Crackers Several
messenger boys shooting firecrackers
Kt fil'd tr nn nffina nor rtf Ci V Rrv.
ant at AlDuquerque
The flames
th

--

,,

ama0

1

nf

Crucial Test, a romantic story of
Klnndvk ,iavs
th.
Elks' tonight.
Be Sure and Attend the chicken supper tomorrow evening at the Loretto
auditorium, given for the benefit of
the memorial altar. You will be pleased as the good Sisters have never yet
failed to give an elegant spread.
Brick ice cream. All flavors and
colors. Butt Bros. Co.
The Sisters of Loretto will give a
chicken supper tomorrow evening at
Loretto auditorium between 5 and S
o'clock. Besides chicken there will be
fine Spanish dishes, home baked cake
and many other appetizing
dishes.
Price fifty cents.
Twelve Warriors Bold Twelve boys
armed with hoe and rake, this morning
attacked the school gaTden adjoining
the New Mexican building under the
leadership of Rev. B. Z. McCollough
and the lot begins to look as if it could
grow things from now on.
Cease Your Search for delightful
candies. Go straight to Zook's and
you'll be glad. Fresh today.
St. Michael's Defeated in Two Games
At Albuquerque yesterday, the University of New Mexico baseball team
defeated St. Michael's college by a
score of 12 to 7. The White Socks de- feated the St. Michael's college junior
team by a score of 8 to 5.
Everybody will enioy Cupid's Leap
Year Pranks. See them at the Elks'
tonight.
Fair Weather to Continue Xo fault
to find with the weather at present. It
is to continue fair says the Weather
Bureau. Yesterday the thermometer
reached the highest point thus far, 77
degrees, but during the night it drop-- ;
ped to 45 degrees. The relative hum-- !
idity was 14 per cent,
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and having all modern conveniences, incluii-- i
heat and
ing electric light, steam
Bank
baths, in the First National
All legal blanks are prepared ac(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
'b'lilding. Apply to F. M. Jones'
to the Statutes of New Mex27.
111.,
The
May
cording
Elgin,
quotation
A
Mining Deed Recorded
mining
deed was this morning recorded by committee of the Elgin board of trade ico, new' State form, for sale by the
New Mexican Printing Company.
M. A. Ortiz, county clerk, transferring today declared butter firm at 25c.
the mining claim known as the Galis-;teRiver Placer Mining Claim near
Cerrillos from Hannah C. Goodrich of
PINK, CREAM, YELLOW, SCARLET,
Kansas City to Fred Schindler, of
A
Illinois. The consideration was
ALL COLORS AND VARIETIES.
Do
A

rouh

Cen-trali-

r.

i

j

Phone 4.

the promoters who lost heavily. On LORIMER REFUSED TO
not a single day did the admissions
SAY HE WOULD RESIGN.
produce the amount of the purses offered.
Remarked About Weather When Ask-- .
ed About
Enjoyed By Art Lovers One of the
Visit.
finest art exhibitions ever had in San-- t
Fe, was appreciated by many lovers of art yesterday afternoon. The (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., May 27. United States
exhibitions includes portraits and
scenes by Gerald Cassidy, an artist j Senator William Lorimer appeared ac
who is making a name for himself in the bank of which he is president tothe art yorld. The exhibit is in the day and was closely questioned conthe visit of Vice President
Assembly room of the Pa'ace of the cerning
Sherman to Chicago last Saturday.
Governors and is open to the public, )
Senator Lorimer made no objection to
For Wind, tan or sunburn try an ap-- the questions asked him, nor did he
plication of Zook's Benzoin, Witch Ha-- ! answer any of them except to smile
zel and Almond Cream.
and reply regarding his health, and the
Deeds Recorded Two weather.
Warranty
A Remarkable
warranty deeds were this morning reColloquy.
The colloquy follows:
corded in the office of M. A. Ortiz,
Q. "Senator, did the Vice President
county clerk. The first deed transferred twenty acres of land near Cerrillos have a talk with you Saturday about
from Hannah C. Goodrich of Kansas the advisability of resigning your seat
in the Senate?"
City, Mo., to Fred Schindler of
Illinois, consideration $100. The I A. "I am feeling a trifle better tosecond transferred a house and lot on day.'-'
Don Gaspar avenue from James Lopez, Q. "Have you seen the reported poll
of this city, to Tomas Dellalo of Cer- of the Senate?"
A. "I can safely say that I am feelrillos, consideration $2,000.
Cupid's Leap Year Pranks, a comedy ing better today than I have been."
Q. "Have you decided whether you
of many laughs. It's at the Elks' towilli resign your seat or continue the
night.
fight?"
Resolutes Win Two Out of Three
A. "It is a remarkably pleasant day
The St. Michael's Resolutes,
the
and I feel better now."
Junor team of St. Michael's College,
Friends of Lorimer repeated today
journeyed to Albuquerque
Satirday their belief that he will not resign unmorning and p)ayed a series of three der any circumstances.
games, two of which they won. The
first game was played Saturday afterNORTH CAROLINA DEMnoon against the Whit
Sox, who
OCRATS NOT PARTIAL.
came off with the big end of the
score, which was mainly due to the
Will Send Solid Delefact of the i ability of the Resolutes Texas, However,
to Baltimore for
gation
backstop to get behind the benders of
Wilson.
Gomez, their speedy twirler. The fiOn
nal score of this game was
(By Special Leased Wire to TCew Mexican)
Sunday the Resolutes played a double-headeRaleigh, N. C, May 27. Returns
First they evened up with from the Democratic county conventhe White Sox, defeating them by a tions of Saturday, now practically
score
6.
of 14 to
Then
then complete, indicate that while Goverdefeated the fast team of St. Mary's j nor Wilson will have more instructed
School to the turn of 15 to 9. Gomez j
delegates than Represetnative Underpitched the three games for the Reso- wood in the state convention June 6,
lutes and did wonderful work. The the majority of delegates will come
fielding of Alfonso Martinez and Fred uninstructed. Only 40 out of 100 coun'
Caviggio, and the batting of "Willie ties are instructed.
Clark and Har
Knight" featured for the Resolutes. mon also made a showing of strength.
The following is the line up of the
Wifson Rules in Texas.
team: A. Martinrz, c. f.; V. Sais, 2b.;
Houston, Texas, May 27. With supF. Caviggio, 1. f.; W. Knight, r. f.; S.
porters of the New Jersey governor
Olivas, 3b.; F. Ortiz, c; R. Haley, s. in the majority in the Democratic
B.jf.'J. Martinez, 1. b.; M. Gomes, p.: state convention which meets here toVogel, c. ; Torres, sub.; Cortesy,
morrow', Wilson delegates already expect to name the forty delegates to
the National convention.
It is stated they are not agreed on a tariff
BUTTER GOES DOWN TO
TWENTY-FIVCENTS. plank.
j

Co.

R,rnvp(i
S500.

MAY 27, 1912.
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S . SPITZ,
THE JEWELER.

X

OUR STOCK

OF TOOLS

WILL INTEREST QUALITY
YOU IN

and PRICE

E

HEADQUATERS
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOU?. WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
run without
AWA7CI
longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-allv:H

y.

jlf you will consider that the rim of
ue Daiance wneel travel over titteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil ami a cleaning
tsice a year.
It will increase the
li e and accuracy of your watch
7Cave your watch with us

;

FOR

SANTA FE HARDWARE

E

I

Watches
and
Clocks.

in

Cen-trali-

$500.

Fresh salted peanuts and Pistachio
nuts. Butt Bros. Co.
Sunday Races No Go at Albuquer- que Because only a corporal's guard
appeared at the race track at Albuquerque yesterday, the running races
were declared off. The races last
week were a great disappointment to

"Time Pieces That Are
Reliable."

uuv

mi

H

o

Jj
a awe.

AND SUPPLY COMPANY

. ..

Women

9

IV

Vrill(r0

well

here, bloom all summer,

plant them.

and NOW is the time to

$1.00 PER DOZEN AT

The Clarendon Garden

Phone Black 12.

R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.

hoe Styles
mm

jm

3

V AC

OXFORDS

mm-i- f

STORES set the style by having the new shapes first. Other stores follow
about a season behind. Women who buy shoes here wear THE NEWEST
AND BEST TO BE HAD. There's not a new last, a new heel, a new toe style, a new
leather you cannot find here as soon as it appears on the market. Remember, we charge no more for our shoes than other
stores. If we sell you a shoe at $2.50, $3.00 or $3.50 well guarantee the fit and the wear. If every woman knew all about
our shoes we'd sell all the Women's Shoes sold in town. A size and width for every foot.

SOME

Women's Oxfords, Queen Quality. We have a full line of the Best Oxfords made in every shape, size and width.

We Want to See Every Women With a Taste for Handsome Oxfords.
EM

Home of Hart, Schaff ner & Marx Clothes.
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